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Devonne Armstrong Broke Color Barriers in Riverside
The Black Voice News

Grier's student passed away
after a long illness.
By Cheryl Brown
Dr. Grier was also proud when
his · student became the first
During the time of the Watts Black
on , the
Planning
Riots
De Vonne Armstrong Commission and then again
decided to send a letter to ask for when he was elected chair. He
inclusion ,into the Riverside was proud that he belonged (o
Board of Realtors. He was the B oard of Realtors. In fact,
accepted and became the firs( Arms trong
chaired
the
.B lack to be accepted into the Professional
Standards
group's membership. Armstrong Committee for years. He was
stood on the shoulders of his appointed to the chairmanship
.mentor Dr. Barnett Grier who after Michael Teer became preswas denied entry. "I . was so_ ident. It was his dream to
proud of him. He was my best become the Chair. And he was
student," said Dr. Grier. Dr. good . John Giardinelli, board
RIVERSIDE

legal council said, "he was a
leader in ethics. He was one of
the finest men I know, a true
leader with integrity and a sense
of duty."
Teer spoke of when he became
President of the Inland Valley
Realtors. "DeVonne had been on
the Professional
Standards
Committee for some time. He
was considered an authority. He
had trained Chairs but was never
asked to be Chair, until I was
elected and he told me the story,"
said Teer. Not only did Teer keep
him in that position but every
See ARMSTRONG, Page A-4

The late Devonne Annstrong (r) with DeH lloberts and Barbara Smhh during Riverside Black History Month 2004.
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!Grand Jury Vindicates Whistleblower Charges
t'The Black Voice News

RIVERSIDE

By Cheryl Brown

.

r

.• Charges of nepotism, wasting taxpayer's money, unfair treatment of
temporary employees, lack of an
audit1 high turnover, abuse of unemployment compensation, duplication of efforts, hiring unqualified
people, were part of the Grand Jury
report which seemed to support the
charges made by Debrah Freeman a
few weeks ago. The County Board
of Supervisors voted· to accept its
executive office's recommendation
to refute all charges.
She charged corruption, racism

and nepotism among the ten points
she made. All of the charges pointed
to th~ County Personnel Department
headed by Ron Komers.
This week the Board of
Supervisors met to discuss the
Grand Jury report with staff. They
disagreed with the report.
In the report an investigation of
the Temporary Assistance Pool
(TAP), a program in~tituted by
Komers, found that Riverside
County paid more than five million
dollars to various temporary staffing
agencies to meet short term needs.
Using the temporary agency the
county paid a higher rate. Also they
found that the numbers reflected a

500% increase. A charge made by.
an informant to Black Voice News
was that the County wasted
$ 175,000 in attorney fees to go after
an employee for a $15,000 settlement.
Since its inception ·in 1998 TAP
has not been audited.
The Grand Jury also cited the
county's employment turnover rate
of 42%. Using the Resumix System,
a system that matches resumes to
job descriptions, the system also
instituted by Komers, can weed out
any potential employee just by
using key words. One unidentified
person said that a person could have
more qualifications but still not be

selected for a position for which he said there was favoritism shown.
is qualified. The system works on The Grand Jury report vindicates
key words and it can be changed by · the charges. They found that
an operator. "You don't like some- employment decisions were not
body, they're name doesn't show up completely based on merit. It was
for the interview, II said the unidenti- found that relatives of supervisory,
fied person.
managerial or administrative permaAnother finding was that the nent employees were offered
County incurs additional costs each employment. They found a post-it
time a person is terminated. In the note attached to a file containing the
last five years, $11,520,000.00, just application of a permanent TAP
in hard costs were expended.
employee's daughter. This applicant
The report said on January 24, was immediately hired. In another
2004 the Board ordered a freeze on case the spouse of a supervising per~
hiring. Nearly one month later a manent county employee submitted
local newspaper carried ads for an application for temporary
morn. than 30 hires through TAP.
employment for work that the appliMany Blacks, including Freeman, cant was not qualified to perform. It

was made clear to the employee
reviewing the application, that this
person would be hired even if the
document had to be altered. The
records were maintained in such a
way that requesting the alphabetically maintained employment
record could not be found, that is
until the specific name was requested.
Lastly, the report says several
employees were afraid of management retaliation if they were to
speak candidly with the Grand Jury.
They gave nine recommendations
and remanded the AuditorController's office to hire
independent managerial auditing firm.
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Black Unel11ployment Soars To 10.8·%
Many Question Job
Recovery '
The Black Voice Newy
SAN BERNARDINO

By Chris Levister

,

While President Bush crisscrosses the country touting economic recovery with the creation of
308,000 new jobs in March, many
Americans question what his mes~
sage leaves out.
Last month unemployment
among African-Americans soared
to 10.8 percent, twice the U.S. rate
and 20 percent higher than before
the last presidential election.
In jts latest unemployment data,
the U.S. I..:abor Department says the
downtrend points to an eroding
number of professional jobs held by
African-Americans.
"This ·is an equal opportunity
Linda Wheeler Dixon, a statistical researcher, takes a break before returnl~g back to work.
downturn. African-American professionals are vulnerable. In a job- African-American, highly educat- mode when company benefit, costs, wake up call to Black professionals.
less recovery, those taking it on the ed, and employed.
"Come to my office he says, I'll
S';Jch as health care and pensions,
chin wi ll be minorities, the least
The latest data on unemployment · rose 6.9% in the past year, the show you, God loves the child who
advantaged in the job market," says among Blacks gives them some- biggest gain since the third quarter has his own."
Jared Bernstein, a senior economist thing else in common: skepticism of 1990? Employers see such risThirty-nine year old Estrada
at the Washington, D.C. - based and frustration.
ing costs as a detei;rent to hiring," agrees. The senior financial analyst
Economic Pplicy Institute.
recalls dozens of colleagues, most
"What do you call an economy she says ..
"African Americans tend to be that bas started to recover but keeps
Los Angeles attorney, Asobie of them African-American profesthe last hired when the economy is destroying jobs," says Wheeler- heads a firm with an impressive sionals, who have lost their jobs
booming. That means they also Dixon, a 45 year old Stanford edu- caseload and offices in the heart of since 2001 .
tend to be the first to lose their jobs cated benefits analyst at the County the city's financial and government
One of those is Wanda Pearson, a
when a downturn hits."
42 year-old public relations repreof Los Angeles. Wheeler-Dixon is district.
Ugo 0 . Asobie, Carl Estrada, and frustrated by the administration's
He and his four African- sentative with a marketing firm that
Linda .Wheeler-Dixon have three spin.
American partners see the double- produces technology trade shows.
~hings in common, they are
Ms. Pearson earned $65,000 and
"How can we be in a recovery ' digit unemployment figures as a

1st Black· Female Promoted to Lieutenant .
j
RIVERSIDE

: Sgt. Shelley Kenn.edy-Si;nith has
been promoted to Lieutenant by
Riverside County Sheriff Bob
Doyle, becoming the first Black
woman to achieve that rank. She has
been assigned as the Commander of
the Sheriff's Personnel Bureau. She
will be leaving a special assignment
as Media Information Officer. Her
·:
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traveled around the country. several other Black professionals
Eighteen months later, she hasn't convene at a local restaurant for
what they call, "the meeting."
been able to find full time work.
To make ends meet she's work-.
As self appointed mentor, adviing as a salesperson at a local Crate sor ~nd cheerleader, Estrada
preaches self-reliance and educaand Barrel store.
Each week, Pearson, Estrada and
See BLACKS, Page A-4

Presidential Candidate Kerry VisitsInland Empire

previous _assignments include: Jail, The Black Voice News
COLTON
Patrol, Court Services, Background
Investigations, Recruitment, Child
Preside ntial candidate' John
Abuse,
and
'Elder
Abuse · K erry will be in the Inland
Investigations.
Empire in his only scheduled
"We will all miss Lt. KennedyVisit during this presidential camSmith [in the Media Information
paign.
Kerry will make a major
Office] and wish her the best," stated
educ ation policy speech at Colton
Executive Offo;er Tom Freeman.
Lt. Kennedy-Smith has been with High School today at 9:00 A.M.
"Congressman Baca asked him
the department since 1986.

The Black Voice News

:: • ,,, ;

Carl Estrada, Senior Flnanclal Analyst for the County of Los Angeles.

.:.: •'7'

=-.O. :.en: ·, 581 , Riverside, Cal;fornia 92502

to come , and because of the influence of Congressman B aca who
met with him over the past 3
weeks he convinced him he
should come to the Inland
Empire,"
said
Michael
Townsend, Baca's Chief of Staff.
The event is by invitation only
because of the limitation on
space.
,
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Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community

COMMENTARY
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DeVonne Armstrong: A ~iant
Tree Has Fallen

Mother's Milk on Her Son's Moustache

Does a tree make a sound when it falls in the forest if the~ is
no one around? This question
is supposed to make you think
because there is no' way for us
to really know what sound
can be heard if we are not
there. However our sense of
logic tells us that it did make a
noise.
Last Friday, a giant tree fell
quietly in the Riverside and San Bernardino communities and
even though we did no~ hear him take his last breath, there will
be a void in the space he once occupied. Just like the tree you
did not hear, as you travel through the forest the remnants left
behind give you an idea of the size of the tree. When visiting the ·
mighty sequoias in Yosemite National Forest we saw the giant
redwoods that fell hundreds of years ago still laying around testifying to the greatness of how they once stood. The same is true
of a man named DeVonne Armstrong. He was a giant of a man
who always was about the business of building. Building human
bonds with people of all ·races. Building business opportunities
for others through his real estate company. Building people
through organizations such as the NAACP, Urban League, Boy
Scouts and too many others to name. Building communities
through removing artificial barriers of skin color and discrimination in housing, and employment. Building better people
through the music he played at social functions.
Yes, DeVonne was not just any tree in the forest he was a redwood here in our community and even though he is no longer
with us, the evidence of what he accomplished while standing
will live on. People will tell their own stories of the role he
played in dismantling some of the racial taboos of a by-gone
era. Devonne Armstrong was the first Black to be accepted on
the Riverside Board of Realtors. That has paved the way for
Michael Teer to serve today and he has taken it to another level
by serving at the state and national levels as well. All of that
became a reality because the Redwood stood there protecting
the area until others could grow. Devonne was also the first
Black to serve as Chairman of the Riverside Planning
Commission. These were giant steps by DeVonne in our movement forward to dismantle racial discrimination and prejudices
within the community.
When I left Southern California Edison and went to Kaiser
Permanente Medical Care Program, DeVonne would come by
my office and share his desire to see us work together in solving
social issues. He never saw a problem that could not be ~lved.
He never lost faith in the Anglo community by the actions of a
few who wanted to stand in the doorway of our opportunity. He
was quick to point out that the struggle was not easy but we
must not give up in our desire for equality. No, I did"not hear the tree fall or DeVonne take his last
breath, but I will miss the space he once stood in and know that
it will be a long time before another will grow in his place.

1

Happy Mother's Day
To all the mothers who read The Black Voice News have a
Happy Mother's Day. Words cannot express the many thanks
we owe you from changing diapers, to midnight feedings, to
caring for us when we were sick, to dressing us, to defending us
when others wanted to wring our necks. Yes, thanks to you the
mothers in our lives. Happy Mother's Day.

At press time, The Black Voice News received word that retired educator
Charles Redd had passed away. Full story next week.

The likelihood of a single mother regret~ng the fruits of her labor
in the field of child rearing is
huge. According to the new book,
"Four Pillars To Successful
Marriage," by John Chuwemeka,
Ph.D., 63% of youth suicides,
90% of homeless and runaway
youth, 85% of youth with behavioral disorders, 71 % of high
school dropouts, 75% of youth
abusing drugs, and 85% of youth
incarcerated are from fatherless
homes.
The single.mother may inadvertently produce the type of individual weak in character when her
good intentions to rescue backfire. Unfortunately, single mothers are trying outrageous methods
to secure a firm family unit. Some
are even resulting to lesbian relationships and · same-sex marriages. Instead of the boys merely
overcoming the handicap of an
absent father they' ll also have the
taunting memories of a strange
woman as a quasi-father figure to
discuss with their future psychologist.

When a fellow brother or sister
helps us to get a job we need to
go out of our way to make them
look good. Actually, we should
go out of our way for anyone who
helps us, regardless of race.
Unfortunately, I have spoken to
far too many Black friends who
complain that the Blacks they
have helped not only didn't do a
good job, but made things worse
by lying about or making excuses
for their poor performance. We
need to understand that our performance reflects on the person
who recommended us. We owe
them an obligation to do a good
job.
The recent finale of I'{BC's
reality television show, "The
Apprentice", provides a textbook
example of what NOT to do.
Kwame Jackson was a Black
contestant and a finalist for the
grand prize. Omarosa ManigaultStallworth is a Black female
whom Kwame selected to be on
his final project team. Omarosa's
poor performance and self-centered
behavior
damaged
Kwame's team and helped him to
lose out on the top prize.
Moreover, she lied about her performance and then criticized
Kwame for having poor leadership skills! She continued to
make excuses even though she
had been caught on camera.
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Unfortunately, I have had a mnnber of colleagues complain about
similar behavior in their workplaces.
One friend, a manager in a
major automotive company,
helped another Black in the company get promoted. Once promoted this person performed
poorly, was late to work, and took
a stress leave (a nice way to get
pa.id without working) after only
a few months in the new position.
Another friend who works in
government has promoted a»&
helped brothers and sisters, niariy
of whom were unemployed, to
get jobs. Almost every person
who was helped performed poorly and then got an "attitude"
when asked to explain their poor
performance.
I hear a great deal of talk in the
Black community about successful Black's "forgetting where
they came from" or "not doing
anything for the hood". Most
Blacks I know go out of their way
to help other Blacks. Yet too
many recipients of this helping
hand feel little or no responsibility to their benefactors. Instead of
focusing on working bard or
overcoming poor work habits
(such as showing up late for work
or not showing up at all) they
demonstrate a 360-degree change
in attitude. Before they got the

Kevin Manin

job, they were grateful ·for the
opportunity and promising to
work hard. Now that they have
the job, all promises are forgotten. They do as little work as
possible or j ust enough to get by.
They claim that their manager
"just doesn' t like them" and that
fellow employees are "lying
about them". They may even
claim that they don't owe us anything because we "are just sellouts working for the man" and
never really intended to help
them.
I don' t like people who make
excuses for poor performance. If
I recommend or hire someone, I
am judged in my organization by
how well that person performs.
Other employees will always
remember that it was me who rec-

ommended or hired you .. If you
do well, I look good. If you do
poorly, I look bad and it can hurt
tny career. Your bad job will
make it harder for me to help
other Blacks in the future.
1
Finally, instead of being a
resource or your (Jlentor, I will
probably never help you again.
Always remembyr that the person who helped you get the job
has stuck his or her neck out for
you. We have no idea what our
fellow brother or sister had to do
behind the scenes 'to create this
opportunity for us. Each opportunity is precious our community. When you £et a helping
hand make a commitment to
show up on time and do the best
you can. Getting a reputation as a
good worker gives you options.
You may get promoted or be able
' Best of all
to find a better job.
you get to complete the cycle. By
doing a good job you will be able
to help another brother or sister.
Kevin Ma,rtin is- an entrepreneur in Los Angele~· who grew up
in Riverside and who is interested
in discussing specific actions for
improving the Black community.
Comments can , be sent to
1989@pacificnet.net. Be sure to
include the title in your subject
line.
'

Afrocentric Faith Healing

Established in January of 11172

2000
MEMBER

In most cases the single mother
seeks the support of her boyfriend
to help raise her ~on. ~.lJ~ expects
this man to guide the boy into
manly
characteristics
and
instincts, like sports, camping,
etc. It's a good diversion to get a
boy involved in such activities in
the hopes of solidifying bis manhood. However, it's a poor choice
to use casual boyfriends to take
up the paternal slack. Unless a
man is committed to the family by
bloodline or marriage he is likely
to have a short-term presence.
When the next boyfriend comes
along and tries to bond with the
boy, he will distrust him because
he'll anticipate another abandonment plus he'll realize that the
man is only kind to him to gain
favor from his mother. Eventually

the son may resent bis mother and ious churches to inquire about
womanhood in general. It is no what type of youth ·programs are
· coincidenc.e that most of the available through their church
gangster rap artists write songs will be a good start. If a church
that are degrading to women, has no such program, keep lookthemselves, and society at large. ing. Secondly, a call to various
They have something to be angry athletic programs and clubs may
about. An overwhelming majority reap rewarding results. A call to
local
Chamber
of
of the gangster rap artists who your
disrespect women in their lyrics .Commerce, NAACP, Urban
are from fatherless homes. I dread Leagu~, Black Chamber of
the thought of the future rap lyrics Commerce, ,City 1-lall, The Boy
from boys of a same-sex marriage Scouts of America; a newspaper
editor, Department i of Parks and
family unit.
Single mothers would do well Recreation, even · the police
to seek reliable mentor programs department pubJk relations offifor their sons during their forma- cer, all can be a valuable resource
tive years, which is generally in seeking guidance programs for
· between 7 and 15 years old. Boys a boy. However, no program can
over fifteen can't be tugged into work if the mother remains relucprograms and should seek a men- tant to cut the umbilical cord.
tor independently. A mature uncle
Richard 0 . Jones is an author,
or other mature, respon~ible and poet, columnist and counselor in
honest male family member with the Save Our Sonf Program at
integrity is a good resource as a A.K. Quinn African Methodist
role model. Throughout the Episcopal Church · in Moreno
Inland Empire there are programs Valley. For info abou"t the pro•
that have honorable and dedicated gram call the church at (909)
men available to guide boys into 485-6993 or Mr. Jones at (909)
manhood. A telephone call to var- 488-0443.

When Blacks Provide a Helping Hand
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Ancient Africans invented
medicine but before that was
magic and before magic was
faith (divine, psychic, and spiritual) healing. At first physical
and emotional ills were attributed
to supernatural causes and the
medicine man would order out
the evil spirits. Later, illnesses
were seen as either physical in
the seeable world or as involving
the worlds of the mind and spirit
in tll.e unseen worlds. The medicine man was trained to use herbs
and potions for physical illnesses. For problems of the spirit and
mind.(e.g. difficulties understanding and remembering), "rit.ual specialist" focused on
unlocking energy or realigning
the misplaced energy flow by
using non-medical means, or
resorting to various rituals.
These usually involved wearing
masks to enable patients to personify (form a mental picture of
the hidden) that which they otherwise could not imagine. Also,
they devised ways to get patients

to believe in their rituals for purposes of seeing the unseen. For
patients to completely believe
without proof or even without
substantial evidence meant they
had faith. When the purpose was
to cure or to lessen physical
and/or mental disorders through
faith in the power of divine intervention, the term "psychic healing'' was applied.
The approach for getting "psychic healing" to happen was by
means of group religion, psychotherapy, faith in one's
shaman, or an intense belief in
the therapeutic procedure. By
applying non-biological management to help troubled people
meant that ancient Africans
Were The World's First
Psychotherapists as well as The
Originators of the Art of
Medicine. The objective of
these approaches was to open
channels leading into the deep
and hidden recesses of the
patient's mind and spirit so as to
improve diagnosis and treatment.
After African psychotherapy was
borrowed into Western medicine,
the famed psychoanalyst Carl
Jung acknowledged a debt to the
African Hermetica.
The way African "group reli-

gion" worked was for villagers to (e.g. time and space) (Moyers,
direct their energy, as a single "The Power of the Myth" p. 50,
force, on to some specific sign or 75, 82). The loving, healing
symbol (as had been done by messages would then be directed
their ancestors for the prior hun- in to the patient. ,Regardless of
dreds of years). Because "group belief or disbelief, by simply
prayer" generated ethereal (i.e. being in the atmosphere of a long
loving) energy meant it could established pattern of prayer,
"transcend'' ("to climb across") every patient at ~east would beninto the Sublime through the efit somewhat from faith healing
mechanism of vibrations. The (Linn, The Secret Language of
Black
Egyptian
Hermes Signs .p.15-16). Otherwise,
Trismegistus (?4000 BC) had patients. isolated from people
explained (The Kybalion p. 137) praying for them could (and can)
that things of the highest worth engage in ·medit~tion and rituals
(e.g. love, peace, harmony, unity) that open them to the spirit of
vibrated at the very highest rate. healing. powers. The principle is
Since "group prayer" vibrated at to get in the flow of Universal
the same rate as that of the Energy as well as to draw on the
Sublime ether, it therefore car- mysticism • of good people's
ried .the power to heal and create "group spirit" atmosphere.
miracles. Mental, behavioral, Because there are so many conand spiritual conditio.ns required artist trying to make money off of
for generating ethereal energy faith healing, beware of claims
were faith, hope, and charity.
about mirac·utous cures -- espeWhen a group of villagers cially when it is said that doctors
engaged in faith healing prayer, have given up all ,hope. People
their message created the "eccen- have lost fortunes to these contric reality" of a "thought-cloud'' artist.
Nevertheless, many
in the Sublime (Fourteen Lessons patients have been cured of docin Yogi Philosophy p. 77). This umented incurable organic ill"thought-cloud" acted as a trans- ness through faith healing.
mitter of the villagers' loving
message since it was positioned
website: jablifeskills.com
above and beyond all duality
Joseph A. Bailey, Il, M.D
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It's her day. Find savings and values on great ·gifts for Mom,from the latest fashions to her favorite fragrances.
Free gift box
With purchase of two or more fragrances.
While supplies last Shown: Cashmere Mist
3.4 oz. Eau de Toilette Spray. $72 .
• Cashmere Mist 6.7 oz. Body Lotion. $39
By Donna Karan.

25% off
Sportswear from your
favorite designers.
Charter Club
Style & Co,
Hot Cotton
Nine West
Studio M
Afamous
New York designer
America's favorite
designer

*
*
*
*
**
*

VJ

25% off

50% off

Famous-maker handbags.
From Nine West. Tignanello
and GUESS. Reg. $29-$155,,.
. ..,.........
sale 21.75-116.25

Diamond jewelry. Shown:
diamond Jewelry in 14k white
gold. Reg. $1390-$3990,
sole $695-$1995

r•..J

Only $99 your choice
Waterford crystal
· collection. Shown:
· 'Mother's Day' vase
• with silk orchid.
'Ronan' 4" rose bowl.

Only $95
Kenneth Cole steel watch.
With date feature, pink
leather strop and
crystal accents.

30% off
Lenox gift collection. Vases,
frames, serving pieces and more.
Reg. $36-$143, sole 24.99-99.99

Give Mom
a Gift Cord

She con use it at any . ·
Macy's nationwide,
or online. Purchase
o Macy's Gift Cord
In any amount
from $10-$1000
at any register,
or call 800-622-9748 ,
to have one delivered. '.

Sllop 10mn-9pm. HoUls may vary by store. Ane jewelry avolloble In all stores except Paseo COiorado and Redding. Photos may have been enlarged or enhanced. Most colored gemstones ana CUIIUred peor18 have Ileen noted. Some treatmen1S may not be permooent and some may require
speciol core; see SOies Associate for Information, AU carat weights (ct.t.w.) ore approximate; varionce may be .05 carat. 50% savings excludes diamond solitaire rings ond fine Jewelry Super Buys. Ane jewelry SUper Buys are also excluded from Savings Posses and all other discount offers.
Prices, promotions and selection may differ on mocys.com. Sale merchandise Is from specially selected groups unless Identified as ' oH." Sale prices may include reductions taken from regular stock, plus Clearance/cloeeout ltema. lntermedlote markdowns may have been token. Adverti~ed items
moy not be available In every store. Orlglflal, cllarance, closeout, and permanently- or Just-reduced Items will remain at a reduced price ofter this event. Some onglnol prices may not hO\e been In effect over the post 90 days. Only, value, Always/Ewryday Value, Special Purchase and
IIOW prices also will remain In effect after the event. Clearance, doleout ood Special Purchase _
merchandise Is ovolloble while supplies last. .Always/Everyday Value items are excluded from all soles, price reductions and coupons. Regular and orlglnol prices are off9l1ng prices and may
not 11CM 1111111111 In actual salel. No moll or phOne orders. Some Items may be part of a sale In progress. Extra soVings token off dearonce/sale prtces. Extra savings and regular/sale prices In effect tllrough May 9.
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says.
Estrada and his colleagues are
perplexed by the pronouncements
of Bush administration officials
claiming that the economy created
hundreds of thousands of new jobs
last month as a direct result of tax
cuts enacted over the past three
years.
Pearson counters, while a reported 308,000 new jobs were created
in March, the economy has lost 2.2
-million in the past three years.
She says, "the Labor Department
report is good news for President
Bush's re-election bid.
He has not emphasized the loss
of jobs and the thousands of unemployed who have stopped looking
for work during his tenure."
Pearson and Estrada say race and
class does play a part in who stays,
who goes and who gets hired when
it comes to downsizing and cutting
costs.
·
"We are last in and first out. We
are watching the strides made by
Blacks in the 1990s come to a
screeching halt. Employers are juggling a lot of balls," Pearson says.

BLACKS
Continued from Front Page

tion.
"We can't wait for the shifting
winds to dictate our future. With
unemployment in the AfricanAmerican community rising and
the health of our jobs and businesses unsafe or uncertain, AfricanAmericans must ·commit to a new
set of three Ws. Now is the time to
reflect, retrench and rearm."
Estrada says Black professionals
need to take a hard honest look at
their job, career path and company
long before the pink slip is issued.
"Get your financial and work situation under control. Do you have
enough money saved to lessen the
burden if you lose your job? Do
you have the skills, tools and strategy to become self-employed? Use
the education and training you
already have, and get more if you
need it. Keep your networks active
and working. Where do you want to
be in one, five and ten years? What
do you have to do to get there," he

ARMSTRONG
Continued f rom Front Page

president since has kept him
there. "I am standing on the
shoulders of Barnett Grier and
DeVonne Armstrong. If it had
not been for them doing the
ground work I don't know where
I'd be," said Teer.
Giardinelli agrees, "Devonne
was the first to break the color
line. He led by his sense of
ethics," he said.
Walt McJ?onald, President of
the National Association of
Realtors® said, "he was an intrical part of the organized real
estate profession. A fine gentleman and a good friend."
Dr. Lula Mae Clemons said
she had known him since the
early 60's. She attends the same
church and she has been in several organizations and for years
·, it was Armstrong who did her
taxes. "He was a civic-minded
person, he was a dedicated son
to his parents, and he was special
because he was considerate of
others."
His wife Helen is very saddened that he llassed but she said
his health had been failing for
quite a while. "There is so much
written about him. He has many
many awards for his work He
enjoyed music. He mastered the
keyboard and the accordion. His
mother made sure he learned to
play," said Helen Armstrong.
"But more than anything he was
a very caring person," she said.
Armstrong was presented with
the Urban League Humanitarian
Award, The
Distinguish ed
Citizen Award 1989 by the Boy
Scouts, an award from the LA
Raisers, and the Citizen of the
Yel').1' Award from the Chamber
of Commerce, breaking yet
another barrier. He taught at
Riverside Community College,
in Riverside and in Moreno
Valley. He is a past President of
the Rotary Club and the Monday
Morning Group, and served on
20 boards, commissions and
committees. He ran three businesses simultaneously.
,:
In the 1960's when race riots
were· everywhere, he kept the
lines of communication open
between the Anglo and Black
communities
and
Police
Department.
It was during this time that former UCR Police C hief Bill
Howe became involved with
him.
"We had a chief who wasn't
· promoting people
in the
Department. DeVonne taught me
the ins and outs of city politics
and all about activism. We spoke
out about the unfair treatment of
minorities in the department.
Then we found out that the chief
was an equal opportunity
oppressor and DeVonne and I
spoke up for all of the rank and
file," said Howe.
Armstrong was born rn
Chicago August 14, 1931 and
graduated from Inglewood High

Ugo 0. Asobie Is a L.A.-based attorney

School there. He moved with his
family to California and his parents became active members of
Second Baptist Church.
H e leaves to cherish his memory, his w ife of 30 years, Helen,
daughters Jacqueline B . Collins
and Debbie A. Curtis of Los
A ngeles, son Kenneth D .
Armstrong of Corona, stepchildren, Connie Thomp son and
Ralph Bush of Riverside and
John K. Bush of Rialto. And one
cousin Ruthie Pines of Chicago.
"He cared about people and he

Navigator
LS
Aviator
TownCar

•
•
•
•

Grand Marquis
Monterey
Sable
Mountaineer

882-2943

The l11la11d Valle~ A,,ocia1i1,11 .,f KeahPrs'tt) anJ !he entire c:ornmunity has
lo,! a helt1n:d h:aJer. Dl·\'t11111e .-\rm,troll)! passed away on FriJay as a
re,ult llf ;1 lin).'.nin)! illnl'"·
DeVonne ,, ;is in"1rumen1al 111 hrt.';11-.ing d ,m 11 1he color harriers that existed
111thc ll/6()',_ lkh,·c1111<· ;in,al1,,rllll'lllhcr1 11 ll/67.oneofthefirstA fnran
American, tn _join I le 111a111t;1inl·d h1, membership in the highest standing
until hi, death. Throu)!h his intclli)!l'IIL'l'. c-omp,h,ion and integrity he rnse
to the level ,,f State C.i\ .K. Dirl'Ll(lr lk ,.:n·cd until 200J. DeVonne was
memhl'r llf tlw Av,11ciati,>11's l'r11fc,"011al Standards Committee through
parh of four dL'L',llks He '<'n,:d d, 1hc ('t,mmitt.:c·s Chair from 1995 to

Let us design or
redesign your
website for FREE!
If you dori't like it ...

2rnH.

yw don't pay!

His seltks, Ji:dicati,111. L'IIL'1>ura~l'111e111 to other, and high standards served
as a heacon 10 Vllllll)!l'J' Jl':thPr, f,,r \l·ar, Due ti) his efforts to enhance
train in~ dnd prnn:durc,. thl.'i1 111, ,ft-,s1011al ,tandards division is a model.

cared about his family," said
Helen.

Large Selection of2004 Lincoln/Mercury,
Volkswagen Cars AVAILABLE NOW
•
•
•
•

The Labor Department says, one first to be laid off and the last to be
factor adding to the downturn is hired means there will be a very difpermanent job loses, the result of ficult time ahead for the Africanfewer manufacturing jobs tradition- American community. "A lot of
ally held by Blacks and competition people are quietly losing ground,"
created by globalization.
·
Estrada says.
This has forced companies to cut
assembly-line and management
positions in the U.S.
and move them to
MT. VIEW
places like Mexico,
MORTUARY & CEMETERY
China, or India where
labor is much cheaper.
'i PrdNHII, ~ Before the 1991
'i PNJUMrflll
recession, most of the
Co•riatuSerrtla
people who were laid
off got their jobs back.
Today most of
those jobs are lost for
good. Educated work'i F11II Serrtla
FIU:lllly (l'11llff'III,
ers seem especially
c~
prone to bouts of
ee.etery Senka)
long-term unemployment in this downturn,
Debra Carter
Memorial Counselor
the report says.
FD 1526
570 East Highland Ave.
Even if forecasters
San Bernardino, CA
are right and the economy is rebounding,
(909)
the fact that ·AfricanExt. 1so
Americans are the

Pioneer Passes Away
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&
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VWBeetle
VWPassatt
VWJetta
VWGolf
VWTouareg

Call Willie Mitchell
Sales Consultant

Funeral services will be
held on Saturday, May 8,
2004 at 9:30 A.M. at Second
Baptist Church, 2911 Ninth
Street, Rev. T. Ellsworth Gantt
officiating, interment will be
at Crestlawn Cemetery.
Viewing will be on Friday
from 1-7 PM. at '{.illman's
Mortuary, 9th Street.

QUR SERVICE INCLUDES:
**BUILDING YOUR STAreoMl-!~ART AN•H&DP ElM'tf $m;;KtWasm:
VP YOUl't £-Co+!Mll!!l'tel!: MMQtWfI Accgutg (9H0f"J"'IHO ~
UMA,NTENANC£ Of' YOUR Sn£ IN R£ALJJME
0
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- - - -$100
- -OFF COUPON $100 OFF COUPON
BUSINESS SElt.VICES, INC..
11490 B{!R.B.AN.K BLVD. #P N. Hollywood, CA 91601
{818) 623-9100 (office) (818) 6~•9101 (fu)

VISIT us AT:

www.business-secvices!iD'.¢!Ct2mJ,~•·

Invisible, but deadly.

"the matchmaker"
Cell: 909-553-2261

FrNWIJ Uncel•■eran/N, IIC.
1600 Camino Real

San Bernardino. CA 92408

800-237-8115
www.freewaylm-vw.com

FREEWAY
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''Become
A Foster
Parent''
Has God blessed you? Why not pass the blessing on to
People who ned you most. Our Children. Children are a
heritage from the Lord. Let us treat them as such by providing loving care and happy homes.

Foster Parents Are Monthly Compensated
Breathe around people smoking cigarettes and you could be inhaling

To learn how you can become a Foster Parent call:

Guardians of Love Foster Family Agency

•

stroke and your children from the threat asthma or pneumonia.

It's up to you to make the danger of secondhand smoke disappear. For good.

undo the exposure

Payment Rates
9-11
$689

Starting today, protect yourself from the risk of cancer, heart disease and

Don't tolerate anyone smoking in your car, your home or your community.

(909) 383-5088
(Rev. Ralph E. Butler -CEO)
AGE OF PLACEMENT:
0-4 5-8
FOSTER PARENT PAYMENT: $624 $660

4,000 chemicals like cyanide and ammonia pl us over 40 cancer- causing agents.

12-14
$843

15-18
$890

© 2004 Cal ifor nia Department of Health Services
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Riverside NAACP ACT-SO Competition to be Held May 8th

-

I
I

The B lack Voice News

RIVERSIDE

The Riverside Branch of the
NAACP will host the ,2004 area
ACT-SO (Academic, Cultural,
Technological,
Scientific
Olympics) competitions this
Saturday, May 8, 2004 at the
University
of
California,
1
Riverside, Watkins 1000 starting
I, at 10:00 .a.m. This year's com: ' petition is co-sponsored by
1
UCR's African Students' depart! ment and is open to the public.

l

I
I

I

L

ReKisha Jones

Asya Aleem

San Gorgonio High School
Vocal Contemporary

Eagles Peak Charter
Music Instrumental Clas~ical

The awards ceremony to
·announce the local winners will
be held Saturday, May 15, 2004
also at UCR beginning at 12:30

p.m. The first place winners in
each category will then become
eligible to compete nationally at
the annual conference for

Lindsay Patterson
J.W. North High School
Music Instrumental Classical Oratory- •
Poetry

NAACP which will be held in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, July
8-11, 2004.
Mark your calendars and plan

Alysa Akins

Tiffany Cole

Ramona High School
Oratory

Martin Luther King, Jr. High School
Dance Dramatics

to attend and support the efforts
of the future leaders and young
achievers.
Not Pictured:
Jillian Green

ACT-SO COMPETITION

J.W. North High School
Music, Vocal, Contemporary, Dramatics,
Filmmaking

May 8, 2004

DeVaughn Harris
Eisenhower High School
Original Essay, Poetry, Oratory

University of California, Riverside,
Watkins 1000
10:00 a.m.

Shila Nicole Miller
Ofy High School
Dramatics, Music, Vocal-Poetry

Hot Weather Ahead
Ernest

LEVISTER, JR.
F.A.C.P. F.A.C.P.M.

. With temperatures climbing into
the triple digits last week, its time to
start talcing precautions against heat
stroke and other heat related emergencies.
Hea ~okei can be fatal in many
cases because it happens so quickly
~ there is not much time to react.

When it comes to heat, your body
is like a car. If it overheats, it can
cause minor or major problems.
Knowing what to do can help your
body keep running.
When a person h~s a heat stroke,
it's like a car running with almost
all the water boiled out of the radiator.
It's very serious, and can lead suddenly and without warning to a
complete breakdown.
As you move your body heats up.
Your bcxly keeps cool by sending
blood close to your skin, and by

sweating.
When the temperature is above 90
degrees, when the humidity is high,
or when the sun is beating down on
your head, people suffer heat
cramps and exhaustion.
These are unpleasant and can be
somewhat serious. But, if you suffer
heat stroke, you run the risk of brain
damage and even death.
Children and the elderly are at significant risk.
When the body overheats, it can
go into crisis.
Usually we sweat when we're hot,

but when someone has heat stroke,
there is no sweat, and the skin is
very dry and hot. Other symptoms
include strong, fast pulse, very high
temperature (106 degrees - 112
degrees) and confused, strange, or
angry behavior.
The. person may feel chilled, nauseated, or di~zy, and become unconscious.
Call 911 immediately. If the person has stopped breathing, use artificial respiration to get breathing
going again.
Move the victim to a cooler area,
and ir' possible soak the person in a
cool bath. Use a fan or cold packs.

Jesse Womack

Tia Wallace

J.W. North High School
Original Essay, Oratory, Poetry

J.W. North High School
Drawing, Music, Vocal, Contemporary
Dance

Keep the victim lying down with
feet raised.
If you know you '11 be exposed to
greater heat or humidity than normal, take several days to get used to
it by spending time in similar conditions.
Protect yourself and your family
by taking a few simple precautions:
Stay hydrated, drink plenty of water
(8 to 10 glasses) during and after
exercise and exposure to heat.
Avoid alcohol. Wear lightweight,
light color clothing. Wear a hat.
Stay ventilated. Stay in a place
where there is plenty of airspace,
which will allow the body to cool

itself naturally.
If you're indoors, always open
windows, use a fan or air conditioning.
Many communities provide "cool
places" lik.e malls and air conditioned activity ce!1ters.
Don't
overexert yourself.
Heat related illnesses are preventable. Like man~ sicknesses, it's easier to take steps against heat related
illness than it is to treat it.

For additional information about
African American Health visit the
African American Health Networ_k

at www.aahn.com

It's not every day a neighbor helps you buyya house. For something like this to happen, it tak~s a little Magic. At Washington Mutual,
,\

We've teamed up with Earvin "Magic" Johnson, founder and CEO of the Johnson Development Corporation, to help make

\

,t

.

our dreams of home ownership a reality. We're building home· 1oan cent ers right in your neighborhood and staffing them
~:1
i
.
..
,
•
ith loan consultants hired from within the community. This ~~ans we can •IO~k at your s~tuation using our, pwn f lexible
~

£'

"'

'·(f

:.if;/

'?~uide lines, lending programs and educational tools to help yo~ get approved.

J: ; :

$0

', ·:

\'f :

if you're in the· market for a home loan,

-0,
~

stop by your neighborhood Washington Mutual Home Loan Ce.rter. Because getting approved is a lot closer than you think.

■ Washington Mutual
HOME LOAN CENTERS
'[

1-800-906-9268

4937 W. Slauson • 1810 w. Slauson • 4401 Crenshaw Ave.

Equal Housing Lender: Program subject to change. Certall' re&trtotlons apply. We have loaf\ off\OEIS and accept applications In: WIM!hlll$Jlon Mutual Bank FA • mat1Y SUlttll: Waslllr,gton Mutual 8al'lll • ID, OR, UT, WA; Wash!~ Mutual Bank fsb • ID, MT, UT.
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St. Paul AME Holds·100th Anniversary with Gala Affair and Visit by BishOp
The Blqck Vnire News
SAN BERNARDINO

St. Paul kicked off the 100year celebration of the founding of the church last week.
The church held a gala b~quet on Saturday and Bishop
John Bryant preached that
Sunday. "Trusting God for
One - Hundred-Fold
Blessings," was the theme for
the dinner that gave everyone
an opportunity to dress up in
their finest evening clothes
and enjoy an evening of great
entertainment. The audience
was entertained by comedian
Richard 0. Jones and Arthur
Rand of the Leger:idary Ink
Spots, the Scrugg Sisters
(Family), PaTrisha Singleton,
and Psalms & Proverbs Praise
Dancers directed by Christina
Clark.
Honored was Dorothy
Inghram, the daughter of the
founders and introduced by
The historic St. Paul located on 6th and Harris Street
one of the last direct descendents
Rev.
Benjamin the Master of Ceremonies and tribute to the late Lonnie C.
dinner music was provided by Wormley, former' Presiding
Inghram.
Rev. Charles Brooks was Jazz Chicory. There was a Elder, presented by Pastor
Anthony Hughes.

Dr. Dorothy Inghram (c) daughter of founders Henry and Mary Inghram. Joining her were (I to r): Councilman Rikke
Van Johnson, Pastor Anthony Hughes, Bishop John Bryant and Assemblyman John Longville.
'.

Carl Clemons, one of the
oldest members of the church,
presented Ms. Inghram with a
special presentation made by
Brenda O'Dell. Rev. James E.
Grant gave thanks for the 100
years and Lori Gill brought
the invocation.
On Sunday Bishop John
Bryant joined the congrega-

tion and brought the message. LaFlora Williams and Harve
Event co-chairs
were San9ers.

The Ultimate in Gospel Music
presents

Highway to Heaven Broadcast
with
Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday -- Friday at 5:30 PM

•

Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM
Gospel Grooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 AM
Inspiration across America Gospel Music Countdown
Saturday, 11 PM - 12 Midnight
1
Sunday, 12 Midnight - 1 AM
e-mail: kproval @AOL.com
Leroilacey@ AOL.com

(909). 688-1570

Dr. Inghram (c) with former and present Rrat Ladlee: Gertha Grant, Nadine ,
Carter, Charlotte Brooks, and Dorlsalene Hughes

I

We Don't Do Church
We Do Ministry

Services
Sunday

8:00am

Hour of Power

Sunday

10:30am

Worship/Celebration

Tuesday

7:00pm

Bible Study

Thursday 11:00am
Rev. Charles Brooks

Richard 0. Jones

Arthur Rand

Ida Roberson

Phillip & Denise Powell

Bible Study

Senior Pastor & First Lady

1672 Pa lm Ave., Highland, CA 92346

909.425.2615
•

!

r,

n
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Tbe Cborcb HELL Didr)'t Waot To See Happer,1

~~7~o-l

Z)~~
Sunday School 10am
Sunday AM Service llam-l :30pm
Sunday PM Service 6p m
Wednesday Bible Study 7pm

6S3-86,H Office• 653-8634 Pastor
6S3-8680 FAX
23932 Alessandro Blvd . • M ORENO VALLEY
Corner Heacock & Alessandro Right Behind Taco Bell

The Scruggs Family

2004 Ru~mage Sale
May 7th & 8th
Friday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. & Saturday 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
First Congregation Church·
3041 N. Sierra Way
San B ernardino 92405

With

SHEPHERD'S

Gospel Time
Sunday 1 :00 pm

1570 AM
for

Advertisement call
Dr. Dorothy
Shepherd

(909) 5977134

Evangelist Vera
Brown Sisler
Heard on
KPRO Radio
1570 AM Radio
Mondays 7:45 a.m.

1,000 of items shades
available treasure
table. Silent Auction
that closes at 1 p.m.
on Saturday

Musician/Pianist Needed

.Cift Church Of God In Christ
3349 Rubidoux Boulevard - Riverside, CA 92509
Toll Free No . (877) 684-Life - Fax No. (909) 684-8 117
www.LIFECHURCHRIVERSIDE.org
.
"Celebrating 16 Years of Ministry"
Church Motto: T RY GREAT THINGS FOR GOD,
EXPECT G REAT T HINGS. FROM GOD!

Pastor Aon and LaVette Gibson

*Preacher 'Teacher Conference *Speaker
To order Tapes:
http ~/netministries.org/see/charmin/cm07374
e-mail:faithful1 99714@cs.com

Phone : 909-352-3301 Fax: 909-352-3301

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT - Plan Now to Attend!

Seeking church pianist/Choir Director.
Call (909) 686-0702.
Rainbow Community Praise Center Int'I

WE'RE MOVING..

15854 Carter Street• Fontana, CA 92336
(909) 355-RCPC - RainbowCPC@aol.com
Mal/Ing Address
P.O. Box 1119,PFontan.a, CA 92334

San Bernardino Christian Centre
From 1808 Commerce Center Way,
Ste. B • San Bernardino
To
The Centre at Highland
1672 Palm Ave. • Highland
First Service: March 28, 200410:30 a.m.
For more information 909-890-1420

Bible School
Sat. 9:30 am
Children's Sabbath SchoolSat 9:30 am
Praise & Worship ServiceSat 11 :00 am

Access the Spirit Radio Broadcast

Join us on Mother's Day
Sunday, May 9, 2004, 6:00 P.M.
Guest Speaker: Dr. Morris Cerullo
SUNDAY

WEDNESDAY

WORSHJP SERVICES: Ham, 9:45am, 1t:30am, 6pm
CHILDREN'S CHURCH: 9:45 A.M.
COOL CHURCH:
12 NOON (aka Youth Church)
SUPPORT GROUP:
4pm

BIBLE STUDY:

7:00pm

(Classes for all Ages)

IRIDAY
FELLOWSHIP SERVICES:

7:30pm.

(Every Ist and 3rd)

Services
Ir

1

Dr, D.C. Nosakhere

Sat. KPRO 1570AM @ 2:00 pm - Sun
Thomas
Senior Apos11e
8:30 am
Deliverance session and counseling by appointment

LIFE CHR1STIAN ACADEMY
(Preschool through 3rd Grade) - Call (909) 684-3639 to register and for more info. ~
Our "LNING IN FULLNESS EVERYDAY" television broadcast airs weekly on
T
DirecTV-The Word Network PST every Sunday-2:30pm, and Tuesday-2pm and on The ·i
Church Channel on Saturday at 6:30pm.

A Christ-Centered ministry in a contemporary setting with a cu/ting edge message for all !.,
Corne to life - IT WILL CHANGE YOURS !
l
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Second Baptist Church

The Book of Acts

New Joy Baptist Church

7480 Sterling Avenue
P.O. Box 22089
San Bernardino, CA 92410
thebookofactJ;@earthJink.net
Weekly Services
10:00am
Prayer Tuesday
Thursday
5:30 pm
I0:00 am
Friday
Bible Study Wed.
5:30 pm
Apostle Harvey Jones Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:45 am
(909)
Sunday Worship
11 :00 am
T. V. Broadcast Sundays Ch. 49 31 5:00 pm

5694 Jurupa Ave. • Riverside, CA 92504

(909) 779-0088
Weekly Services
Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
10: 15 a.m.
Evening Workshop
6:00p.m.
esday Prayer Meeting &
7:00 p.m.
ible Study

N,, 1'11ul \ .
\11111/""'· \1. /)11

884-8241

2911 Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507
P.O. Box 303, Riverside, CA 92502

Office: (909) 684-7532 • FAX: (909) 684-15<,4
www.secondbaptistriverside.org
E-MAIL: SecBaptist@EartWink.ne t

· Sunday Services
Early Morning Worship
Sunday School
Mid-Morning Worship
Nursery Open

7 :30
9:00
10: 15
10:15

am
am

am
am

Wednesday Services

St. Timothy Community Church
3100 N. State Street/ PO Box 7067
San Bernardino, CA 92510
SERVICE TIMES
Sunday School
Morning Worship Service
Bible Study
Wed. Night
Bible Study Pastor's Teaching

9:00 am
10:30 am

7:00 pm

Corona Community
A.\I.E. Church

Pastor T. Ellsworth Gantt, II

LI'ITLE ZION MlssIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

8:00am

Sunday Worship

7:00 pm
7 :45 pm

"Second in Name, First in Love"

Services held at
23 13 South Main Street
Corona, CA 92882

-----

2276 N . Medical Center Dr., San Bernardino, CA 924 11

(112 Block South of Ontario Ave.)
(909) 864-11 81 or 730=,9325
www.coronacomame.org

Wednesday Bible Study
St. John 14:6 "The way, the truth, the life."

Prayer Services
Bible Study

(909) 887-2813

I Jl-\!'i:j

7:00 pm

/

'?::

-.-,.

f..ocm ion TBA

.2;
.....

)

.Wind ofthe Spirit Worship
Center Foursquare Church

Fountain of Life Temple C.O.G.I.C.
Superintendent/Pastor Carlton Anderson
Administrator Hazel Anderson
15 18 Williams Street • Banning, CA 92220
Sunday School (1st Lady Teac;hes)
Praise & Worship
Evening Services
Wednesday Night Bible Study
Young adult & Youth Prayer Tuesday night

:30am
11:00 am
6:30 pm
7:00 pm
7:30 pm

Weekly Services

Alpha &Associates Christian Center
Services inside Holiday Inn Select

Bible Study
9:45 am
Worship Service
11 :00 am
WED. & THURS.
Prayer Line
7:00 pm

Paators Cranston C Anderson
& Earnestine Poole-Anderson

178 Iowa Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 780-4829

Weekly Services
Reverends John and
Shennella Egson

A Ministry of Excellence

at the Faith Building
24281 Postal Ave., Ste. 110
Moreno Valley• Ground Floor
Children & Youths are Welcome
For more info call 909-420-4184

Sunday Services

11:00 am

Sunday School
Wednesday Bible Study
Wednesday Prayer &
Bible Study

9:30 am
10:00 am

(909) 887-1718

11:00 am
9:30am

7:00 pm
Rev. Anthony Hughes

with
Evangelist Bro. James Moore,
Heard on

510 West Monterey Ave., Pomona, CA 91768
(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981

em ail@imanitemple.n et

Sunday 9:00 • 9:50 a.m.
Sunday 10:00 a .m.
S unday 10 a.m.

WEEKLY SERVICES

Tuesday 7:00 p.m.
Thursday 7:00 p.m.

Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Mia Day Bible Study, Tues.
Mid Week Bible Study, Wed.

,.
Rev. Jelanl Kalela

Valley Fellowship Seventh DayAdventist ChtJrch
275 E<1st Grove Street
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-5152 • Fax

Pastor Najuma
Smith

New Century Baptist

Church ·

Weekly Services

Fellowship, Prayer & Bible Study 9:30 am
Praise Service & Divine Worship 11:00 am
Youth Service 5:00 p m

WEDNESDAY
Feeding Program
Bible Study & Prayer

S:OO pm
?:OO pm

Dr. Clyde and
Barbara Casslmy

Sunday School
9:30 am
Morning Worship 11 :00 am
Wednesday
Midweek Meditation & Bible
Study
7: 15 pm

& Josephine Lenoir

Amos Temple CME

Nous£ 0,- PRAYE'R

'The Healing Place"

'Rcr0RMA 770N CHU'RCff

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:00 & 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study & Prayer Wed. 7 p.m.
Thursday
12 noon

Invites You to Worship God With Us at Sugar Hill
School 24455 Old Country Rd., Moreno VaUey on
Sundays 10:30a.m. thru 12:30 p.m.
Pastor John W. Thomas &
First Lady Evang. Erzel Thomas
909 680 - 2044

G RACE C HAPEL ·op T EMECUIA

VAl.LEY

African Methodist Episcopal Church
28073 Diaz Road, Suites J/K, Temecula. CA 92590

7:45 a.m. Morning Worship

(909) 406-2425 • Fax (~(19) 506-2426
Website : grnceoftemeculava.llyamechu~rc_h_.
o...=
rg~ ~ - ~ i

p.m. Evening Worship

"Where the Power of God is being
manifested in the lives of the b eliev-

Week ly Ser11fce

SATURDAY

Thursday Women's Evag. Service
Prayer
7:30PM
Service
8:00PM

Whosever will, let him com e.'
"All ar~ Welcome"

5413 34th Street
Riverside, CA 92509
(909) 686-5171

(909) 874 75851 · Church

J ames B. Ellis, Jr. Sr. Pastor
Albert Riley, Assistant Pasto r

9:30 a.m. Victorious Living Classes
11 :15 a.m. High Time Celebration

6:00

9:30AM
11 :OOAM
7:00PM

Tuesday Night Pastoral Teaching
Bible Study
8:00PM

Showers
of Blessings
Christian Center

ers."
9:30 a.m.
.tl :00 a.m.
12:30 pm
7:00 p. m.

Schedule of Worship Service

Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Night Service

A. Andujo

Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday

25400 Alessandro Blvd. S uite 6
Moreno ValJey, CA 92553
(909) 485-6993

Sarvice Schedule

I

KPRO RADIO 1570 AM · W ED . 2:00
P.M. . SAT. 5:45 P.M.

COGIC

1024 N . "G" Street • Sal) Bernardino, CA 92410

5860 Arlington Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504
(909) 352-4196 • OFFICE
(909) 352-4538 • FAX

Rev. & Mrs. Julio

Bible Study
Wednesday @ 7:00 P.M.

(909) 381-2662

Weekly Services
Sunday School
10:00 am
Morning Worship 11:00 am
Tuesday Prayer M eeting
& Bible Study
7:00 pm

Pastor Iris Hallu

Praise Service
Sunday 9:30 A.M.

HOLY LAND

5970 Limonite Avenue
Riverside-, CA 92509
(909) 682-4407

Quinn A.M.E.
Church

Imani Temple Christian Fellowship

Pastor Gwen Rose
Senior Pastor

Church

Rev. Morris
Buchanan

The Tent ~ Riverside Campus
2591 Rubidoux Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92509
{909) 369-8742

Radio Ministry
Harvest of Praise
KPRO 1570AM
Sunday @ 7:00 PM
Wednesday @ 6:00 AM

New Beginnings
' Community Baptist

Morning Service
· 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Sunday Service
10:45 a.rn.
Women.In Prayer
After Sunday Service
PRAYER MEETING
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
BIBLE STUDY
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.

Sunday School
8:30 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Eve. Worship
6:00 p.m.
Thursday Bibel Revival
7:00 p.m.
Daily "Morning Glory"
Prayer, Mon.-Fri.
10:00-12 noon
Bro. James Moore

Craig W. Johnson, Th.D.
Overseer - Visionary

Family Ministry Night

ORDER OF SERVICES

Call 909-943-2236

Masterlile Institute
Wors hip Service
lmani Village
Childre ns Churc h
Man4mation/Women
Seeking Chris t Sludy
Bible Study

Malllng Address~ P.O. Box- 5390"Rfversfde, CA 92517
www.cathedralofpraisechurch.org

"An Arena for the Miraculou s"
820 Healing Waters Dr.
Colton, CA 92324
(909) 825-2258

J9>RO Inspirational Radio
1570 AM Daily 5:00 PM
- - Community Services · Revivals • Guest Speaker
Wedding • Christian.Counseling
Funerals • Veterans Se-"ice

One Church ~ Two Locations
"A Church in the Community for the Community"

Walk With Jesus Cathedral

THE HARVEST MINisTRIES

Lacy Sykes, Jr. , Senior Pastor
& his wife, Karen J. Sykes

CATHEDRAL OF PRAISE INTERNATIONAL MINISTRIES

Wednesday @ 7:00 P.M.

SUNDAY SERVICES
8:00 am

a biblically-based

Teaching, preachi11g, ministering for life cha11ge

Sunday Worship Experience
Celestial Praise
8:00 A.M.
Pentecostal Praise 10:30 A.M.

1355 W. 2 1st S~eet
San Bernardino, CA 92411

I

C RO S SW ORD C HR IST IAN F EL.J-OWS HIP CHURCH™ is

church that is personal, practical and purposeful.

The Tabernacle ~ Rialto Campus
1521 S. Riverside Ave.
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-8676

Sun. School
9:45 am
Sun. New Members Class 9:45 am
Worship Service Sun.
8:00 am
Worship Service Sun.
11 : 15 am
Prayer & Bible Study
Wednesday
7:00 pm
Bible Study
Thursday
12 noon

16262 Baseline Avenue
· Fontana, CA 92335 • 909/350-9401
"A church where e verybody is somebody"

';

Sunday Services: Lessons for Life: 9:00 a. m. Worship 10:30 a.m .
Wednesday Services: Prayer Meeting at 7:00 p.m.; Bible Study at 7:30 p.m.

Trinity Baptist Church

Bethel AME Church

Sunday School
':
. Wednesday
~ible Study

14950 Riverside Dr.
March Air Reserve Base
Riverside, CA 925 18
909/697-8803 • www.crosswordchurch.org

7:00 pm

226 12 Alessandro, Mo~no Valley, CA
(909) 656-4015
"A church where everybody is somebody"
Weekly Services

St. Paul African Methodist
Episcopal Church

Sunday
Worship Services

CROSSWORD

4009 Locust (at 10th St.)
Riverside, CA 92501
(909) 686-0702
www.allen-chapel-ame-riv.org
Weekly Services

Sunday Intercessory Prayer 9:00 am
StJnday Worship Service 9:30 am
Wednesday Intercessory Prayer 7:00 pm
Wednesday Praise & Worship 7:15 pm
Wednesday Bible Study 7:30 pm

"Let the Healing Begin"

remember the Cross . .. focus on the WortJTM

9:15 am
9:15 am
11:00 am Marc K. Woodson
4:30 pm
Senior Pastor

Full Gospel Baptist Fellowship

Straight From The Bible Ministries

Victor L. Mayo, Sr.
Senior Pastor

School of Ministry 6 :30 - 8:30 p .m .

CHRISTIAN FELLOWS HIP CHURCH™

Allen Chapel African
Methodist Episcoapl
Church

Pastor & Mrs.
Levonzo Gray, Sr.

12:00 noon

Lacy Sykes, Jr., Senior Pastor/feacher

Good News
Community Church

Morning Worship
11:30 am
ible Study (Tues.)
7:00 pm
Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.) 7:00 pm

M en 's Ministry

6:00 - 8:00 p .rn.

Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church

Saturday Service Sabbath
Early Morning Service
Church Service
Youth Special Service

6 :30 - 8:30 p.m.

FIRST SAT.

TUES.
Pastor & Mrs.
Michael Edwards

Weekly Services

SUNDAY

Pastor Andre &
Glendalee
Jackson

Youth Ministry

(909) 276-8374

Weekly Services

Women 's Ministry

MON.

2625 Avalon Street
Rubidoux, CA 92509

14940 Perris Blvd. Ste E&F
Moreno Valley, CA92553
(909) 243-5147
(909) 247-4877-Fax

...

WED.

SUN.
Holy of Holies Prayer Hour 9:00 a.m .
Sunday Education
10 :00 a.rn.
Morning Worship
11 : 15 a.m.

Sunday School (a ll ages)
9:00 a.m.
Christian Lile Development (Adults only)
Classes
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Children's Church
(Available)
Tues. Bible Studies
11:30 a.m.
Thurs. Bible Studies
7:00 p.m.

Every !st Sunday Communion after 11:00 am service
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Prayer @ 9 am - 10 am
Thursday Night Choir Rehearsal

:..:

/1•1.rJ)-.r.;.'\'

6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside,
CA
(909) 359-0203

Weekly Services

.

1

Pastor Christopher W. &
Joyce McShan

Elder K.L. Campbell
Pastor/Teacher
Moreno Valley Mission CME
Bright Light Full Gospel C0OIC
Highland Unity Church Ministries
Kansas Ave. SDA Church
Mt Moriah Baptist
Park Avenue Baptist Church
The Living Word Baptist Church
New Visions Christian
Community Church
New Vision Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church
Rainbow Community Praise Center
Tree'of Life Tabernacle COOIC
NewHope MBC Baptist, SB
Community Missionary Baptist
First Baptist Church of Penis
Full Gospel Church of Love

Pastor K.L. Campbe ll
and PastorShaun

10758 G. Avenue, Suite C
Hesperia, CA 92345

Sunday School
9:00 o.m.
Sunday Worship Service
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Night Live Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
OUR MISSION STATEMENT:
'' To enjoy God together a nd share Him with

(760) 948-6568

Others"

10800 Hole Ave., Ste #3&4
5339 Mission Blvd.
2902 Rubidoux Blvd., Suite C
4491 Kansas Avenue
18991 Mariposa St.
1910 Manin Luther King Blvd.
9191Colorado Ave.

Moreno Valley, CA 925
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA92508
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA

(909) 812-3509
(909) 782-9904
(909) 222-2115
(909) 682-9810
(909) 780-2240
(909) 684-8782
(909) 788-9218

18461 MoriposaAve.

Riverside, CA 92508

(909) 687-7454

8368 Beech Ave.
15854 Caner Street
214 N. Palm Ave. Rm. IOI
1575 West 17th Street
939 Clay Street
277 E. Ftftb Stieet
24050Theda

Fontana, CA92336
Fontana, CA92336
Riaho, CA92376
S:111 Bernardino. 924I0
Redlands, CA 92373
Penis, CA 92570
Penis, CA 92.570

(909) 823-0424
(909) 355-RCPC
(909) 874-5469
(909) 887-2526
(909) 793-2380
(909) 657-3767
(909) 928-m o

·

Rev. Larry E. Campbell
Pastor
Rev. John Seniguar
Elder O.:Wayne Butler
Rev. CE. Knott, Sr.
Jesse Wilson, Pastor
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr.
Rev. L.E. Campbell. Pastor
Pastor F.D. Bullock

Rev. J. Dwight Jackson
Dr. D.C. Nosakhere Thomas
Rev. Denick E. Callicurt
Robert L. Fairley, Sr.
Rev. H. Hubbard
Rev. Marvin L. Brown
Pastor/Phortias Laura Bell
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National Park Service Week Long Visit to Inland Empire
Science, and Footsteps member, coordinated the school visitation day. The
A Colored Civil War soldier' s visitors saw what the program had
grave, a Black museum named after an spawned first at Butterfield County
enslaved African woman, and activi- School in Riverside under the directies focusing on freedom and the tion of Regina Patton Stell and teacher
Underground Railroad, were only a and conductor Clare Rodriguez. And
few of the activities sharecl with the in San Bernardino at Martin Luther
National Park Service Network to King, Jr. School under the direction of
Freedom Underground Railroad Marlene Bicondova. The group was
Program. · They visited the Inland amazed at the way the history had
Empire to hold their annual staff been depicted. A visit to Cal State to
meeting. Hosting this year's meeting have a roundtable discussion with stuwas the Black Voice Footsteps to dents in the Santos Manuel Student
Freedom Study Tours. Their stay Center with Conductor John Futch
ended with the unveiling of the . was also on tap. "I have been bragging
Booker T. Washington bust at the about the program," said Barbara
Mission
Inn,
commemorating Tagger, Southeast Region UGRR
Washington's 1914 visit to Riverside.
Coordinator. "I was most impressed
by how the students have transfed;ed
Peg Hill, San Bernardino County the information. The teachers used the
Schools' head of History/Social information, applied it in a creative
By Cheryl Brown

Evergreen Cemetery

Descendents of Booker T. Washington and Frederick Douglass visit the
Lincoln Shrine in Redlands.

~

Contemporary Club President Marion Jenson and Nettie Washington Douglass.

01ce
e u ay o
activities visiting Underground Railroad sites in
the Inland Empire. First stop was the gravesite of
Prince Edwards, formerly enslaved, a former soldier in the Civil War veteran, and one of the
founders of Second Baptist Church in Riverside.
There the group met Harriet Tubman (Vickie
Roberts) and Judge Victor M acelli and Steve
Wynn who told the story. Roberts told of how
brave Edwards was and how he served his county well and who better to tell the story but
Tubman who served as a spy for the Union
Anny. Macelli and Wynn were there the talk to
the NPS about their plans to preserve the un-kept

cemetery w ere most o t e city
are
buried. It is a historic cemetery that was founded
long b efore the laws of endowment care went

out o see w a was gomg on. nnce
w
granddaughter Lorraine Taylor was even there.

Clockwise: Visiting the Evergreen Cemetery was the NPS group, Prince Edward's granddaughter Lorraine, Judge Victor
Macelll, Steve Wynn and other community members who are interested in the condition of the cemetery.
The descendents of ,Booker T. Washington, Frederick Douglass and Abraham Lincoln, (I to r) Nhe and husband Eric
Hughes, Richard Hanks, Sarah Rush and husbilnd Tony, Nettie Johnson and her mother Nettfe Washington Douglass.
Tanya Humphry (AKA Biddy Mason) tells about how she came to San Bernardino with her master Robert Smith and ho
he kept her enslaved In San Bernardino for years until a Judge In Los Angeles freed her.
The group meets with retired Judge Victor Macelll and Steve Wynn, who are working to restore the Evergreen Cemetery.
Steve Wynn, Etta Brown and Lorraine Taylor, Prince Edwards granddaughter.
Vickie Roberts, AKA HarrletTubman, tells the story of Prince Edwards, a Colored Civil War Veteran.

The National Park Service members sh In on the dress rehearsal production
of Straight from the Underground at Rubidoux 7th Day Adventist Church. UCR
Assistant Professor Rickerby Hinds wrote the play.

spoke of the life of both them a
famous ancestor. The things they did
to make America a better place and
gave a little insight into the family.
She deferred to her cousin Margaret,
the matriarc~ of the Washington family, who told the story of how
Washington expected excellence in his
students.

Members enjoy the speech given by the Washington family

ment.
way and helped to bring out more stories about the UGRR," she said.

John Futch held a round table discussion and a power point presentation of his
plans to use the UGRR information. He is a conductor on the Underground
Railroad. He is the Director of the Santos Manuel Student Center and a partner
in the Footsteps to Freedom program.

Lisa Warren, a teacher at King
Middle School engaged her class in a
play that students were pleased to perform. In her classroom Vikki Chavez
dissected a spiritual, to show the codes
in the songs. " The students had an
understanding and appreciation for the
significance of the UGRR," said
Taggar.

Pioneer Cemetery and S.B. Archives
G uy Washington, Pacific West Region of NPS, said he was so pleased to hear the ,Story of research he has been
doing on California's <;:onnection to the UGRR . H e said that the story of Lizzie Plake and Grief Embers was of
most interest. _T he group traveled to Pioneer Cemetery in San Bernardino to visit the gravesite of Lizzie Flake, who
came to San Bernardino as the slave
of Mrs. A gnes Flake. She was· a
wedding gift to her when she w~
four years old. Biddy M ason ,
founder of Los Angeles First AME
Church , was also enslave d in San
Bernardino and won her freedom
when her master Robert 'Smith trie d
to escape to Texas.
Washington was pleased because
he had more information about the
characters. He spoke about the documentation of the story located at the
S.B. Archives. "It is a very good
source of local history that helps us
.
to puttogether the pieces of enslaved Park Service visits the S~n Bernardino Archives: (I to r) Manta Coleman, Diane Miller,
Mildred Tyler, Israel Garcia, Guy Washington, Tara Morrison, Alicia Lee, Jenny Masur and
African Americ ans and their efforts to Barbara Tagger.
achieve freedom in the San Bernardino
area," said Washington. Washington said that the San Bernardino Archiv~s are a valuable source of local history.
A lso the group was impressed with the staff. Israel Garcia was largely responsible for making the information
available to ev.e ryone.

.

Both descendants of Booker T.
Washington: Margaret Washington Clifford
and Nettle Washington Douglass spoke at
the Tea held at the Contemporary Club. ,
Nettie Is also related to Frederick
Douglass.

Finishing up the whirlwind tour of
the Inland Empire was a viewing of
the play Straight From The
Underground, written by Rickerby

Hinds, a UCR Assistant Professor.
Diane
Miller,
the
National
Coordinator of the NPS program, said
that the play was fabulous. "It had a
way of connecting the story to the
young people today. Everyont
assumes the Underground Railroad ls
not relevant to California that is not
true. There are many questions but the
story is important everywhere. This
play allowed the lessons of the
Underground Railroad to transfer their
knowledge and values to another gen-.
eration."

NPS Welcomed By City of Perris

Lincoln Shrine
Over to Redlands the Lincoln
Shrine is an exciting place to see the
history of freedom in America. There
are original documents and historical
items that focus on the time in history
that our country could have been tom
apart. Lincoln's descendent on his
mother 's side, Richard Hanks, is an
intricate part of the Shrine. His stories
kept everyone wanting to know more.
He is also friends with Nettie
Washington Douglass, great granddaughter of Booker T. Washington and
great-great-granddaughter
of
Frederick Douglass, who stopped by
to see where Richard works before she
spoke at the Contemporary Club. She
was following her famous great g~andfather's footsteps. Newspaper articles
of 1914 reported on his speech at the
Contemporary Club. The President
Marion Jensen proudly exclaimed,
"and that's why we're named
Contemporary. We have always been
relevant to the time." The family, the
Park Service, and friends bf the
Contemporary Club were invited by
Mrs. Jensen to have tea. The minister
whose church hosted the Booker .T.
memorial service a year after his visit
gave the invocation and the benediction. Nettie Washington Douglass

City officials. came out to greet NPS in Perris at the Dora Nelson Museum.

Moving on the trail, the group traveled to Perris where elected officials, commu-'
nity m~mbers, and business and educational leaders, met for a tour and a word from
the founders Mr. George and Mrs. Mable Kearney. Kearney told the story of ho~
and why she founded the Dora Nelson African Museum. It was out of guilt, plaiO:
and simple, guilt. Mrs. Kearney saw a building that was abandoned and offered IOI
tear it do·wn because she wanted the doors that she thought were so beautiful. A;
they were finished tearing it down, someone asked if she knew it was a historica(
building, home of Dora Nelson, the founding site of the frrst Black church in Perris.:
She said ,that she felt so bad about it she had to build a museum in tribute to Nelson.I
The museum houses many artifacts from people in the area and in the nation. Therei
are a pair of Dr. Dorothy Heights, President of The National Council of NegrO:
Women shoes and a developing exhibit that will include Congresswoman Maxin~
Waters and Cheryl and Hardy Brown. Much can be told about a pair of shoes, and
she is looking forward to telling the story. Also at the museum is a quilt from slav➔
ery. With Nelson being born into slavery and the quilt located there, this makes th
site historically significant to the UGRR story. " I was so impressed with Mrs.,
Kearney and what she has been able to do in Perris. I was also happy about the:
warmth of the residents, including the Mayor and the church members." said Montai
Coleman, interim coordinator for the National Capitol Region of the NPS~
"Everyone is so much a part of the museum. It is not a separate thing it is truly a;
part of the community," she said.
"
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:Playboy·Jazz FestivatPresents aFreeJazz ·concert in Watts

The music of Jazz legends such as Duke Ellington (1) and Count Basie (center) and Thelonious Monk (r) will be featured at the Playboy J~ Festival's free Jazz concert

Seniors will celebrate the leg'
:endary
big band sounds of swing
,when the Playboy Jazz Festival
1;>resents the Los Angeles MultiSchool Jazz Band in a free, community concert at the Bradley
Senior Center Friday, May 7th.

The event will 1'fe held
11 :00 A.M. to l :00 P.M. in
Phoenix Hall, locatec;l at 10950
South Central' Avenue, across
from the Bradley Senior Center.
Under the direction of Reggie
Andrews, who established the
group in 1991, thJ' band will per.form a medley of time-honored
classics from the best of such big
band legends as Duke Ellington
and Count Basie, among others.
The afternoon' s musical selections will include Ellington's
"Take The A Train," Basie's
"One
O ' clock
Jump,"
Thelonious Monk's "Straight,
No Chaser" and Gerald Wilson's
"Viva Tirado."
The acclaimed Los Angeles

Multi-School Jazz Band is an gratifying activities on the
ensemble of talented young Playboy Jazz Festival communimusicians from local public and ty events calendar virtually since
private schools including Alain the beginning. With great enterLocke High School, Washington . tainment provided by some of
Preparatory
High
School, the best young musicians in Los
Angeles .,... and some of their pro~westches'411 ffigh, S-Ohool
".mional "alumni" colleagues apacity audience of seniors
Thelonious Monk Institute of and community friends takes to
Jazz, band members receive the floor to show that they've
intensive musical training, per- still 'got that swing. ' This is one
formance opportunities, scholar- dance party we all look forward
ships and private in-school to each year," said Bill Farley,
instruction. Student musicians the Jazz Festhr.al's Vice
and former Locke High School President, Marketing Events .
An annual event that has
alumni ranging in age from 15 to
50 will perform together in ~e become a treasured neighborLos Angeles Multi-School Jazz hood tradition, the concert is the
Band this year.
The Locke second in Playboy's free comalumni (who graduated in the munity event series. The event
'?O's) recently formed a band is presented in conjunction with
and continue to perform togeth- this year's upcoming 26th
Annual Playboy Jazz Festival, to
er.
"The Bradley Senior Center in be held June 19th and 20th at the
Watts has been the venue for newly renovated Hollywood
some of the most enjoyable and Bowl. The ·concert is also part of

the Watts Labor Community
Action Committee's (WLCAC)
expansion program and musical
series.
Free parking for the Friday
perfonnance is provided by the
Watts Labor Community Action

Committee Center's parkin,g lot '
located at 10950 South Central
Avenue. The WLCAC Bradley
Senior Center will serve lunch to
its participating senior citizens.
For ~or~ information regard-.\'
ing the co~ity concerts o

the Playboy Jazz Festival, call
the Festival hot1.ine at (310) 4494070. For more information
about the WLCAC · Bradley
Senior
Center,
contact
· ·ne Lyle,
Pro a
at (323) 563-56

a

Need a
Cell Phone?

-Datesonly! 7 a.m. u~~il sold out
sa1un1av- Mav 15
DiamondStadium
500 Diamond Dr.
Lake Elsinore

Saturdav- ■av 22
Verizon Wireless Amphitheater
& WIidRivers Water Park
8808 Irvine Center Dr.
Irvine

Saturdav- June 12
HollVWOOd Parll
1050 S. Prairie Ave.
Inglewood

Turn in your operable, old tired, smoke belching
gasoline-powered lawn mower and purchase
a new Neuton™24 volt cordless rechargeable
electric mulching mower on the spot for only $100.
Limit one mower per residence. Must be able to
show proof of residence in South Coast Air Quality
Management District (all of Orange County, and
major portions of Los Angeles, San Bernardino.
and Riverside counties).

Price: $100
Includes sales tax.

Bad credit can qualify
with no deposit!

Cash. check & major credit cards accepted.
Limit 1.000 total mowers at each event, First
come, first served!
.,
For details:

(888l 425-6247/www.aqmd.gov.

FREE PHONE
1,000 minutes $39.99

Any warranties ofl the electric mower are limited
to those provided by the manufacturer.

Program sponsored by the

(909) 454-9556
(909) 756-0571

South Coast Air Quality Management. Dist.rict

Supp~rting organizations: Neuton™, California Speedway, Lak~ Elsinor~ Storm Professional Baseball Team, City of
Lake Elsinore, Verizon Wireless Amphitheater & Wild Rivers Water Park, Hollywood Park, City of l_nglewood, and
Pick Your Part Auto Wrecking.

Cleaning the Air that We Breathe... .
(

)

Celebrating 32 Years of Serving the Community

ENTERTAINMENT
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UniverSoul Circus Returns with NewRingmasters:
The Black Voice News
LOS ANGELES

UniverSoul Circus,

UniverSoul Circus

J

WHERE:

The Forum Parking Lot - 3900 W. Manchester
Blvd, Inglewood

l

whose

HBO Special was nominated for
an Emmy Award, has created a
world all its own -- a family tradition like no other. It's a magical world of extreme bravado
performances, song and dance,
clowns, aerialists, elephants,
acrobats and horses. Join the
dynamic Ringmaster team of
Shuckey Duckey and Patrice
Lovely, (AKA Mabelle,) under
the UniverSoul big top for the
first time in Los Angeles, August
13-22.
Dallas native Shuckey Duckey
is the Ringmaster with a stylistic
flair all his own. Comedian by
trade, Shuckey plays straight
man to Mabelle's sustained
craziness. Aside from keeping
the show rolling with her high
comedy antics, Miss Lovely, an
acclaimed gospel singer in her
own right, stands center ring for
an unforgettable gospel finale.
Hailing from Charlotte, NC, she
has the distinction of being the
first eve_r African American
female Ringmaster.
"As we enter our second
decade under the big top, we are
fast becoming an annual event
for entire families -- a tradition,"
said Cedric Walker, president
and founder of UniverSoul
Circus. "The music, the rhythm
and energy are all a part of our
unique brand of circus artistry.
Our fans come back to our
shows. year after year because
they want to be entertained and
inspired. After all," Walker
added. "We are America's Soul

TICKETS:
$10 for 10:30 a.m. shows; $17.50-$29 for other performances through Ticketrnaster, 800-277-1700 or www.ticketmaster.com. For group sales call 800-316-7439. Showtimes: Tuesdays ' thru Fridays 10:30 a.m. and 7:30 p:m.; Saturdays 12 noon; 4:30 p.m. '
and 8:00 p.m.; Sundays 1 p.m., 4 p.m., and 7 p.m.

UniverSoul Circus Contortionist, Lunga of the Twisted Sistas

before witnessed under the big
Inspiration."
For the eighth consecutive top. In 2004, UniverSoul's two
year, UniverSoul Circus enjoys touring units will travel to 58
the national sponsorship of major markets throughout the
Burger King Corporation. Its United States. The Atlanta based
partnership with Burger King circus is comprised of approxiCorporation has enabled the cir- mately 150 performers. The circus to expand its community cus, dubbed "Cirque Du Soul"
outreach efforts throughout the and "Hip Hop Under the Big
country.
Burger
King Top" by the national media, will
Corporation and the UniverSoul present 1,054 shows in 2004.
UniverSoul Circus features 14
Circus, shares in the same commitment to community and fam- acts from around the world:
Graciella "Single Trapeze
ily.
UniverSoul Circus, the only Ring" Brazil
Flava
African American owned circus, · Caribbean
provides a one-of-a-kind show- " Stilts/Limbo/Show girls"
place for performers from Trinidad & Tobago
Cossacks
"Thundering
around the world. UniverSoul is
a blend of circus artistry and Horses" Russia
Anatolie "Acrobatic Bar Act"
urban sho.wmanship
never

Russia
Magic Man "Disappearing
Tigers" USA
1\visted Sistas "Multicultural
Contortionist Quartet" Mongolia
and South Africa
Willy Family "Salsa on the
Highwire" Colombia, SA
Tyrone Taylor "Tiger and
Elephant
Presenter/Trainer"
New York
Danise
Payne
"Female
Clown" California
Onionhead "Male Clown"
Florida
Wheel of Death "Giant Wheel
Balancing Act" -- Colombia, SA
and Dominican Republic
Pagoda Bowls "Chinese
Contortion/Acrobatic Balancing
Act'~ China

Advertise
The Black Voice News

SMITTYSBBQ

rates :!t:1~:i;ces . .·~

Special
while hooking spatt lam?

BBQ Rrb5~ Chicken or Ik4;f Stlui~tg<.•; Hckkd
Toma:oes, C1ow ChO\\\ Geen Brous, or Pk kfed

.1
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9395 Monte Vista Ave.
Montclair, CA 91763

~

;

t

1909) 482-0566
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1

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~,,.
3527 Main Street • Riverside

. (909) 782-8219
Come meet Bobby and Evelyn Bratton!

Open 7 Days .

'l
]

IMontclairl

www..zenopierremediaworks.com

y;·ww,smiuvsbbg.c,om

,

)

909-232-9602

O kra

Jean Claude and Veronica -:.
"Silks Trapeze Duo" France and
California

RESTAURANT

*Commercials ■
*Gospel Singing ·
*Docume.n taries, Etc
'lUte,

Lucky
and
Country
"Acrobatic Hip Hop Dancers"
Louisiana and South Africa

CITY CREOLE

*Wedding~ .

To Ord<..'1' our ttwllrd wrrining BBQ

Jean Claude of UniverSoul _Circus

CRESCENT

909.682.6070

Vis.tr us ar:

WHAT:

Featuring the
BEST Bar-8Que, Creole and
Caj un Food in
the Inland
Empire.

Mon. thru Thurs. 11 am - 9 pm
Fri. thru Sat.
11 am - 10 pm
Sun.
11 am - 8 pm

COME SEE OUR NEW MENU

~
~

I

1

Appetizer assortment
·Choice of eight en trees and
dessert

f
l
;.

!.

1
....

Gram's For Breakfast!
Make your next breakfast meeting
special and wor,y free. Come, let
us fix you a southern style breakfast that will make you smile!

Mobile Catering

• Grits • Salmon Croquets • Fresh
Biscuils • Bacon • Eggs

• Jambalaya • Seafood Shrimp
Creole • Shrimp Etouffe • Gumbo .
w/Rlce • Red Snapper • catfish •
Annllfflrsarles • Rlllllllans • Business Pork Ribs • Beef Riis • Hot Unks •
"8tJllngs • t:hun:h FundJons
Chitterlings • All the Side Orders You
Can Imagine • Delicious Desserts

• Lundles • Balfels • Weddings •
Blrlhdays • Dlnlas • P/cnlcs •

Let us take the
worry out of
your next function!

All served with congenial hospitality in an elegant atmosphere

Gospel Brunch Every
Sunday

Hours:

Oxtails dinner (call day in advance) 3 - Closing Wednesdays
Smoked ham and deep fried turkeys Holidays & everyday

Monday-Thursday
11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Friday: 11 :00 a.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Saturday: 12:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Sunday: 12:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

As early as 5:30 am eve,yday, we will be ready to make
We can supply a your group welcome!
MUST BOOK IN ADVANCE FOR
banquet for 50GROUPS FROM 20-50 PEOPLE
5000 guests for
any occasion.
Call for bookings and menu selection

Banquet facilities available for any occasion.

I

Ii

1
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Eyes & Ears of Moreno Valley
·

By Juanita Barnes

Thursday, May 5, 2004
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PURCHASE OR REFINANCE

-~t11eNewY_,_

WE WILL BEAT ANY COMPETITOR! .

With Healthy Beginning:
Be a Lead Safe Family

I pray that this week was a week
of tota,l relaxing and a lot of
prayers was answered, and that
you were truly blessed.
Hello Moreno Valley,

WANT QtJJCK C ASH ? CA.U TODAY
• l 0()% FrNA.NCING

I am just really blessed. All of
you tl::iat read the Black Voice
News are just so special to me.
You have blessed me far more
than I could ever dream of. I give
God the glory. You see it is not
about me, it's about our heavenly
father who gives one the tools to
work with. I am nothing, I am a
nobody. I love decreasing and
letting God increase in me.
This week I have a few things
to share with you concerning
some of the things that are going
on in Moreno Valley.
The
Multicultural Civic Association
of Moreno Valley (MCAofM.V.)
currently under the leadership of
President Linda Wright and Vice
President Bill Barr has put on
events to raise funds for scholarships for over eighteen years.
Their meetings are held every
second Monday at 6:30 p.m. For
information call (909) 722-2997.
Get involved.
The National Council of Negro
Women of Moreno Valley, currently under the leadership of
President Lois Stewart, has ·been
in the city for a number of years
doing great things. For information contact Mildred Phillips at
(909) 486-9408 or Lois Stewart
at (909) 247-4662. Meetings are
held on alternate qays Saturday
or Sunday from 1:00 to 3:30 once
a month.
Blacks In Government (BIG)
contact Juanita Perry at (909)
655-3317 or Irene Haynes at

•PHA/vAJCoNVENTION/ll LOANS
-Goon Cll.Olr/ BAD ClEDn/CHA!llMlED CU DIT

. By joining the:
County of Riverside
Department of Public Health
Lead-Based Paint Hazard Control Program

-C"5H OUT llQUrrY 1N rou• n=•
•Qv 1c ic n1:. QU A 1.m cATION .AND A.PPJlOVAt

M(CHELE & MlLTON JA.cis.ON

-DP.BT CONSOLIDATION/ lsr & 2 ND t.D. 's

BROKER/ OWNERS

i:,W E WILL ALSO LIST YOUR H OUSE 8t SEU IT FttSr" .._;,.,,..•,-,. n ,:,:c "\-,1 l ·<:&•·...lk N ,J,. Vo111 I!s:W l:ir.trt-,'V~~,

Did you know that County ofRiverside

(909) 924-7887 for information
regarding meetings held every
4th Saturday of the month.
We are now going to have the
privilege of having a Black
Chamber of Commerce here in
our fair city, so to all businesses
that want to be a part, come and
join the installation !llld award
dinner on June 25th at the Hap
Arnold Club. Social hour begins
at 6:00 p.m. and at 7:00 p.m. dinner will be served. A donation of
$40.00 is asked. Meetings will
be held every first Thursday at
6:00 p.m. For inore information
call (909) 443-3611.
This
month's meeting will be held
May 6, 2004.
If you have information concerning our community based
organizations, please email me at
eyesnearsofmoval@aol.com.
I just want to say to Mr. and
Mrs. Hardy Brown, thank you so
much for trusting me. Through
this I am looking at some great
things in my life. · You have
opened some great doors for me.
I am humbly grateful.
Be Blessed

J.B.
Email address:
moval@aol.com

eyesnearsof-

~#

(909) 248-4815

made 135 homes safe from lead based paint hazards in 1002?

RtAlm

mrnrealcy@cbarcerincernec.com

Did you know that the Department ofPubic Health
wants to make another 189 homes safe from lead Hazard by 2005?

"lJ= !iult S,wiu,9ka/. £.tau A , #..Uj49< e."'f""'' I;
1 ••

-

-

•

UCIDO: H H>00.00
POl OOWN PAYMIN'I'OI.

To see if you qualify, please call
(909) 358-5050;
Spanish (909) 358-7229;
or (800) 655-1812

a.01:ING COST
CAU TODAYPOl !NPO:I

Program made possible through a grant from the
U.S. Department ofHousing and Urban Development

SHANI!.TON & NICHELi! (NINA) JACKSON

J.O AN BXBCUTIVBS

H&l's Armstrong Transmissions

r ·tv·....
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"H&L has.my car running like
th
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I!·DU-Change ·speCial $1'$

going 400,000 miles later!,,
- MarionBladc,VemonCompany, Ri•lto,CA

_ _

Tell them yo'u saw it in

The

·.:;:; 1111111111

i -w ,~ , , H&L A·uto R,pair ', ,J
I"' ,; ~ree Brake ,lnspijctiqb";,

Biack Voice

chat1'

\ . ''129.95 Premium OJI
,.
, (A $49,95 va/11,e) .,
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Arm-;,~;,;11- r,;~;,l~/~-

l,)~:,,0+,:o.free Diagnosis t$6s100 vii11

Two Great l1ca11ans
l&l'SlnlSll'Nt TnlslllsslNS
1111 ..... . _

-■12111
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. l&llutlllllllr
llnnllll.Cl12511

909-681-2821

909-684-0605

~- Trc1nsmission Service Speciil: ,1,
t
pan gaskets up to 5 quarts'of AlF./
I. '
(filter extra) (an $80.00 valatiJ
: Axles most cars starting :·at
1 Transmission Overhaul: startinfat $891~00 ~
~

~

I ,
I
I,

-

:-: :

sJij:~ . \

w/ 24,000 mile warranty , ,

-:;::::•

%

36,000 warranty (ask for details)
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JUNE
June 26, 10:00 a.m. to 2:00
p.m., the Whitney Young
Family Health Center will
conduct its 4th annual "Funin-the-Sun" Health Fair at
1755 Maple, San Bernardino.
For more information call
(909) 386-7600.

FREE Poetry Contest! Win
$10,000.00.
Enter the
International Open, Amateur
, Poetry Contest for your
chance to win the Grand Prize
of $10,000.00. For more
details
visit
www.optilc.com/linkc/mon:_b ,
/go.php3?45.

REUNIONS
SERVICES

am

Are your grandkids
safe from preventable
childhood diseases? ·
It's easy to make sure.
Ask Mom to:

1
2
3

Take your little
ones to get all their
shots on time.
Stay on schedulea little shot can
make a big
difference!

For more information,
contact your local
Immunization Program.
Make sure your grandkids
are up to date.

I

Cajon J-Iigh School 70's ·
Free crisis outreach and Cruise. All graduating classes
resource referrals to those in the 1970's from Cajon High
affected by recent fires, floods School are invited to join them ·
and,, mudslides. Redlands- on a cruise beginning October
Yucaipa Guidance Clinic 17, 2003. For more informaAssociation, Inc. is providing tion contact Charlene at (909)
support services and resource 913-0831 · or Esther at
assistance for those affected in Riverside Travel (909) 684San Bernardino County. 1838.

I\,

Grandma,
I up
to date?

Find your little one's
shot record and show
it to your doctor or
health care provider.

~ Community

·u._:jjj Health
IIIIIMal
A gency
Rlveralde County

"

,i(~':f

, '';~

·

" ,,. ·1

.

;I
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-~---------- - - ..

All promot ions are subject to change at any time and if you do not have coupon pres~nt.

MAY

Outreach staff will come
directly to you to speak with
May 6, 7, 8, 9, 7:00 p.m. you about your existing needs.
Mother's Day Conference Please call (909) 425-9316
presented by Women of ext. 4117 to set up an appointBlessings at Showers of ment or. get more information.
Blessings Christian Center,
10758 G. Ave. in Hesperia. Parents of children ages 0-5
Breakfast will begin on can receive free parenting
Saturday 9:00 a.m. and information on topics includSunday 11 :00 a.m. · Special ing discipline, nutrition, early
guest pastor/prophetess, Paula reading and more. Provided
by First 5 California, the free
Green of Bear, Delaware.
brochures -- and free puppets May 19, 20 &21, 7:30 p.m. - are available at Friendship
nfghtly , Grace.
Bethel Community .Youth Center,
Missionary Baptist Church, 25421 Spring St., in Perris,
16250
Cypress
Ave., CA. For more information call
Riverside will host a revival. (909) 443-4404.
The theme is "Humble
Yourself_& Pray". The expos- Family Services Association
itory teacher will be Rev. of Western Riverside County
Floyd Lofton, Assistant will provide reduced or no
Pastor, New Hope MBC, San cost childcare services in the
Bernardino with the guest Moreno Valley and surroundspeaker Pastor Christopher ing areas. To. receive an
Jackson, Pastor of Sharon enrollment packet, please conMissionary Baptist Church, tact (909) 779-9784 or (909)
786-3623.
Alexander, Arkansas.

FJMG>

California Coalition for Childhood Immu nization
909 12th Street, Suite 200, s~cram"'nto, CA 95814

Celebrating 32 Years of Serving the Community
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Rotary Honors KimAllen for Character Education
for instilling good values in
their students. Principals of
San Bernardino City Unified
schools are asked to nominate
one teacher and describe how
that teacher supports and
instills character education in
their class.room. A panel of
judges from the five area
Rotary Clubs evaluate the
nominees, and the top five are
identified as finalists. The topranked finalist is honored as

The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

"From the first day on our
campus, you could see Kim
(Allen) was on a mission to
save kids," said James
Espinoza, principal . of Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Middle
School, of the winner of this
year's Duncan Webb Award for
Character Education.
Allen, along with four runners-up, was honored during a
special luncheon meeting of
the combined Rotary Clubs of
the San Bernardino, Highland,
and Loma Linda areas held
Tuesday, April 27 at the
Radisson
Hotel
and
Convention Center in San
Bernardino. All five honorees
received a plaque and recognition from the state legislature.
Allen also had his name placed
on a perpetual trophy and
received a $2,000 honorarium
from the San Bernardino
Rotary Club.
The award honors teachers in
San Bernardino public schools

r

-------------------,
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"NO $$ DOWN" -WITH- "VERY LOW COST"
FIRST T IME BUYER PROGRAMS!!!
Refinance
HOME IMPROVEMENT/DEBT CONSOLIDATION LOANS

GOOD CREDIT

Visit

The

I

Democratic National Committee
(DNC) Chairman Teny McAuliffe
recently named Vincent Fry
Executive Director of the DNC's
Voting Rights Institute. Fry joins
Voting Rights Institute National
Chair Donna Brazile in encouraging
voter participation and ensuring that
the vote of every American is accurately counted.
Fry, who served as Associate
Director of Political Affairs in the
Clinton White House, joined the
DNC staff in 2003 as director of the
Northeastern and Southern Political

!

ROBERT NELSON
Cell (909) 260-9826
.! .
Phone (888) 695-5626
www.amsloancenter.com

BAD CREDIT

!!)

TURN YOUR CURRENT EQUITY INTO
AN INVESTMENT...
ASK US HOW???

L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' li

Black

Front row (1-r): Holly Lam a nd LeTiqua Bellard. B;ck row (1-r): Beverly Brett, Kim Allen, Charmion Franz, and Duncan
Webb (far right)

.

Voice

McAuliffe Names Vincent Fry Executive Director of Voting Rights Institute
The Black Voice News
WASHINGTON, D.C.

the Duncan Webb award win- \
ner.
This year's finalists were 1
LeTiqua Bellard, . Lincoln ,
Elementary; Beverly B·rett, ,
Warm Springs Elementary; "'
Charmion Franz, Palm Avenue '
Elementary;
Holly
Lam, J
Fairfax Elementary; and award ~
winner Kim Allen, King "
Middle School.
..

Desks. A veteran of the campaign
trail, Fry is founder and former president
of
Aliese
McKinley
Corporation, a Chicago-based political consulting group. A native of
Chicago, Fry earned a Bachelor's
Degree from Morehouse Col lege
and a law degree from Northwestern
University.
"Vincent has been a tremendous
asset since he joined the DNC's
Political team last year, and 1 know
he bring the same vision and dedication to our Voting Rights Institute,"
said McAuliffe. "Vincent has a passion for equality and is committed to
fighting for the rights of America's

voters."
Director and look forward to continThe Voting Rights Institute was uing and expanding the impact of the·
formed in the aftermath of the 2000 Voting Rights Institute's important
Presidential election, in which tens work," said National Chair Brazile.
of thousands ·of r::::=================::::;i
Law Office of
votes in Florida
· Cecilia I. Onunkwo
went uncounted
resulting
in
Family Law• Personal Injury
George
W.
Medical Malpractice
Bush's controDivorce• Child Custody• DA Actions
versial 537-vote
Child Support • Auto Accidents
victory
over
Slip & Fall• Dog Bites
Divorce by Agreement
Democrat Al
(Na Coort Appearances)
Gore.
"We welcome
FREE Initial Consultation
Vincent
as
Executive
3400 lnland'Empire Blvd., Suite #101 , Ontario

News

Is your property
giving you
a headache?
Are you ready
to make a move!
Call US!
888-365-5934
We buy and sell
real estate with
falt 'closings_
We manage properties. ·'

online
,

.·~.,,,
~~
f

.

-----

.9 09-476-3585
L!:::::=========!:==:=:::=====:==~-

JEREMY PROPJ..,'R1T
SERVICES
,
I
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The only way to change the past is to

Change The Future

1

Everyone knows that when kids go to preschool, they grow up with more self-confidence,

do better in school, and are even more likely to get a good job.
But children aren't the only ones who benefit from preschool. Because studies have
shown that kids who go to preschool are less likely to drop out of school and get into trouble

Ri,rerside Count),
Sheriffs D eJ)artn1ent

with the law. They're also less likely to fa ll behind i11 class and need special education or other
help. And that's why every dollar spent on preschool now saves us all up to seven dollars on

lioh l)ovle Sl1crifT-C<)ro11er

costs down the road, like crime, special education, and even welfare.
• So you see, kids aren't the only ones who benefit from presch~I. We all do.
For more information, call 1-8oo-KIDS-025.

,

Your cho ices

si-1ape the1°

C i)( Jf 11 :es

tfl'}JflRST5
LicALIFORNIA

READY FOR CHANGE
Call the RSO job line: 1888.JOIN RSD or
Visit our website at~ www. RiversideSheriff.com
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African American Business ~ummit an~ livin~ Historf Ma~ers cntre~reneurs Awar~s"
The Black Voice News
LOS ANGELES

Wells Fargo and
Turning
Point
Magazine present the
7th Annual African
American
Business
Summit and the "2004
Living History Makers
Entrepreneur Award".

tion and strategies that
will lead to the expansion of Black business.
The "2004 Living
History
Makers
Entrepreneur Award"
pays tribute· to one
African
American
business owner who
best exemplifies the
spirit p f a living history

The
African
American
Business
Summit is the largest
business-to-business
conference that brings
together business owners, corporate executives and decision
makers in an environment that cultivates the
exchange of informa-

Law Enforcement Job Fair
The Black Voice News
RIALTO

The Rialto/Fontana
NAACP in collaboration with tbe Fontana
Police Department will
Host
a
Law
Enforcement Job Fair in
commemoration of the
5bth Anniversary of
"Brown Vs. Board of
Education", on May
17th, 2004, 12pm-6pm
at the Fontana Police
Department located at
17005 Upland Avenue
in the city of Fontana.
During this event, two
celebrities, Art Evans,
known for his role as
Private Wilkie, in the
Academy- Award nominated film- A Soldier
Story, and JoMarie
Payton, well known for
her role as Harriet
Winslow on the CBS
show "Family Matters,
will receive the key to
the City of Fontana.
Both Art and JoMarie
will be speaking on the
importance of the
"Brown vs. Board of
Education" decision.
The Rialto/Fontana
NAACP resolved to
hold
the
Law
Enforcement Job Fair in
commemoration of the
same date that the
United States Supreme
Court issued a unanimous decision that it
was unconstitutional to
separate children in
public schools for no
other reason than their
race. This decision, that
changed American forever, was issued on May
17th, 1954 @ 12.52pm. I
The Topeka NAACP
played a major part in
this event.
In the fall of 1950
members of the NAACP
fl,]ed a class action lawsuit against the Topeka
Public School Board of
Education, and from
this movement, came
history.
: During the job fair,
tl!.ere will also be a
Children's Fair. The
Fontana
Mobile
Recreational
Center,
w ill occupy children
with face paintings,
games and other activities.
Parents will be able to
visit potential employers such as the CIA,
FBI, DEA, CHP, LAPD,
F,ialto
Police
Qepartment, Fontana

GRAND
OPENING
Tinmwthr
Clothing Co.

memorative event, even
if you are not seeking
employment, come out
and enjoy the activities.
For more information
contact
the
Rialto/Fontana NAACP
@ l-877-593-4212, email RIALTOFONTN AA CP@ AOL. COM
or The Fontana Police
Department.

Police,: Department and
more.
The Fontana
_E m p I o y m e n t
Development
Department will be on
hand to assist clients
with tips on resume
writing and registration
with CalJobs, an internet based job bank.
Everyone is invited to
participate in this com-

maker. The recipient
will be awarded a trophy and $5,000 at the
7th Annual African
American
Business
Summit.
Complete
applications with all
materials
enclosed
MUST be postmarked
by May 15, 2004.
The Award will be
presented on June 18,
2004 at 7:00 pm.
The 7th Annual
',.African
American
•Business Summit is
being held at the lrvine

Marriott Hotel, located

909/872-2354 ·
free estimates

SMITTYSBBQ

hnplnlnc.

Mr. Handyman
Plumbing • Electrical
Carpcnt'l;' • Drywall
uin.11on:1 M in Cooo-,ci~ v.e1comc:

30YNrsEx...,..._

$29.•-$,QI.•

To Order cu, a".i.rd ...:rtung BOQ ~

Mr. Joe

O~u

NEED

~~

Behind in Your
Mortgage?
_,,...,...11!1

CASH?

oNE
MORTGAG E

GET UP TO
s300 INSTANTLY

•
•
•
•
•
•

Full Value Paid for Real Estate

Realtor/Loan Officer
Nadine Green
Refinance Today
UYour Foreclosure
Sell at Market Value Tomorrow
Prevenrton Queen·
Investors for Short Sale Now
Referral Fees
Cal now free video & Home Buyers Guide
Ask About Our New
confidential consultation
Olfk:e. (800) 429-4443 • 125
Talking House
Message (909) 323-5634
Broadcast

T&S Investments
Cash for Your House in 24 Hours

www.FamilyAdvances.com
(909)858-5942
Mon - Fri 10-8• Sat 10-4

• 403B, Annuities, and Life
• Auto & Ho meowners Insurance

Billy Mitchell,

Executive

Lur e ,

}v\

y

--Horace Mann

909-785-1351

FAX (909) 341-8932

Samuel E. Dey, Jr., M.D.

TEER ONE PROPERTIES

Hours
By Appointment

Office

Lets take your skin care
to the next level/

909.623.1517
License No. 240248

Sty{ist
H olidays
Grand Openings
Graduations
School or Church
Fundraisers

Binh Announcements
Weddings
B ridal or Baby Show ers

Cn.eru.6s

23 1 E. A lessandro Bl vd. IIA- 107
Riverside, CA 92508
I(888) 344-821 I
www.ChocolateForKeeps.com

-:N-

Cli.ocofates

1

3978 Brockton Ave.
Riverside, CA 92501

_..

Prudential

Moreno Valley, CA
328-4155 Pgr 909 872-4959

E-mail: teer I @sbcglobal.net
Website: miketeer.com

Dir 909

" You Can Trust Me To Work Hard For You !"
An indepedent ly owned and operated member of The Pn1den1iul Real E-.tate

Affi liates. Inc .

s~-i...~r.s~,
¥ Custom Hair Extensions
¥ Custom Weave
¥ S tyle Cuts
¥Men s Guts
¥ RelaxeMI
¥ Press and Curls
¥-Texturizer
¥And more ...

37◄4 Sum)'SOII OJ
R..._.., CA92506
Pflone• {909) 781-1212
Cell· (909) 2SM5'>S
Th.n • Sat ..,
-Only

TARBELL REALTORS

Thinking of Selling or Buying a Home
Get Phil on the Phone.

To order call:

enter

Attorney Assistance Available
Weekend and Evenings Appointments Available
Affordable Assistance

23631 Sunnymead Blvd
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
...-'
, J. Msg phone: 909-243-1604
DECOUD
Cell phone: 909-259-8984
,

Prices Low

"NO SERVICE OVER $300"

Simple Adult Cremation
$400

Fun!jral Service w/ Viewing $1500

DENTAL PLAN
First month special
Includes Free Vision, Prescription and Chiropractic Benefits

Richard
Nevins

'(909) 686-5193

¥ Divorce /Annulment

¥ Paternity I Visas
¥ Green Cards

DAVID AKINTIMOYE
Attorney At Law

5900 Magnolia Ave
Riverside, CA 92506
Phone: 909-310-0849

Free Consultation!

Naturally You,s Boutique

By Oluleml
•
•

•

LET ME; "PHIL" ALL YOUR REAL ESTATE
NEEDS.

Tillman Riverside Mortuar

Municipal Court Building
13800 Heacock Ave. Ste 135-B
Moreno Valley Ca, 92553
9 am - 6 pm M-F

Oscar Snow, LDA Director

LAW OFFICE OF DAVID AKINTIMOYE

50% off

(909) 883-5288
824 E. Highland Avenue
San Bernardino, CA

Behind in mortgage payments, in Default or
Foreclosure Time is of the Essence Call Now!

(653-4240]

NEVINS

4136 10th Street
Riverside, CA 92501

CALL TODAY

Certified - Bonded
State Registered
Legal Document Assistance
MEMBER OF INLAND EMPIRE
LEGAL DOCUMENT ASSISTANTS
ASSOCIATION
Moreno Valley

LAW OFFICE OF
Taxes
Bankruptcy
Business Contracts
Living Trusts & Wills
Incorporations & Partnerships

PHIL
Realtor

·

Same Day Appointments Available

F.

I

California Realty

Low Cost Document Assistance
Serving Moreno Valley, Peffis and (All The Inland Empire)

RICHARD

Dwight D. Pledger

~..,.,...,.,....,. tf.,.t

National Institute Lega

$175-275
$200-300
$200-300
$175-275
$150-200
$250-300
$300
$200
$300
$300
$200-300
$195

E -Mail cchristian@c2 I Executive.net
Web Site c2 l executive.net
Each Office is bidependently Owned a11d Operated

E-mail: dwightpledger@aol.com

Broker/Notary Public
Office: (909) 784-1342
Fax: (909) 784-671 2

:TTOANEVSIATI"ORNEV ssmca

• Divorce
• Child CustodyNisitation
• Child Support
• Legal Separations
• Evictions
• Adoptions
• Living Trusts
•Wills
• QRDRO's
• Incorporations
• Name Change
• Bankruptcy
• And More

Business (909) 349-1122
Fax (909) 349-2306

Real Estate Professional

Mike Teer

vbil

r

7426 Cherry Ave., Ste. 200
Fontana, Cali fornia 92336

REALTOR® GRI

ss.

'Re nee :Myers

toyin @zxmail.com

REALTOR®

Email your quote request/

Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry
General & Geriatric Psychiatry
Member Black Psychiatrists of America

Fax: (909) 681-8397

Charles A . .Christian

Fax: 909-785-1371 • Email: bmjmmm@cs.com

(909) 341-8930

(909) 681 -8840

Toyin Dawodu
22365 Barton Rd. #205
Grand Terrace , CA 92313

NEED CASH: FOR UNEXPECTED
BILLS? CAR NEEDS REPAIR?
COVER NSF FEES?
• No Credit Check

6700 Indiana A venue, Suite 170
Ri verside, C A 92506

4<(1,

BllQ Rib>. 0 ><«11"' ll«f NIU"'-"'• l'i<kk-d
T ..;s1~t:.it::l, Cr.:w (:l1P~, Gr~:i Jk,1.u). 0t Pit kkd

909/377-398&

ADVANCE$
Your Internet Payday Advance

¥ Custody I Support

Daily Hours:
10 AM - 7 PM
Closed
Tuesdays

Lie. #805019

U.L.C. Promotio n

FAMILY

Wear

14920 Perris
Blvd. #15
Moreno Valley,
CA 92551

Ron's Lawn Service

Cell: (909) 334-4612
Free Estimates
Fax: (909) 776-2043
Home Jn,provem enls
& Repairs
Member of Better Business Bureau

Jll:JtOCCI..:,._

• No Limits on Visits, Senttces or age
• Change Dentists Whenever You Like
• Pre•E>1isting Conditions covered
• Orthodontlcs (Braces) lnduded
• Cosmeuc Dentistry lnd uded
• All Speclallsts lnduded
• No Deductible

• No Claims Forms
• No Wailing Period

~--

Fashion Design for
Club We ar and Night

Hayward Reed Jr.
Electrical Contractor

in Irvine, California
June 17-20, 2004.
To view the Living
History
Makers
Entrepreneur Award's
nomination, evaluation, and selection criteria - or -- to make a
nomination
of an
African
American
Business
Owner,
please
go
to:
www . turn ingpoin tmagazine.com/5000.

'

Reed's Electric Service

Specializing
Sisterlocks™/Brotherlocks™
Braids (Micro, Cornrow Etc.)

Locs/ Twists/Maintenance
Children Welcome

(909) 825-9012

Discount effective

e-mail: olufemi@adelphia.net

5.11/04 thru 6/1 iQ'1

www.naturallyyoursboutique.com

Open: Mon.-Frl.
Sun. by Appts. Only We Now Accept ATM

PENTAL PLAN
$11.95 a month individual
$19.95 a month family
Murphy Witherspoon
310-871 -9402
Debbie Castle
909-887-0027
~

BURIAL INSURANCE
PRE-NEED ARRANGEMENTS
HABLAMOS ESPANOL
VETERANS BENEFITS

A. Leon Tillman
President - CEO
Emb. Lie #6496
FD. Lie #253

I'

-----

Le VI AS & ASSOCIATES
300 Law Firms
Working Together
We will refer you to an
attorney that specializes
in whatever your legal
. needs might be. Our goal is to get you
the best service possible.

2874 Tenth Street - P.O. Box 51628
Riverside, California

(909) 682-6433 - (909) 682-6437

A.FREE SERVICE! 1-800-500-7047
HOME LOANS FOR EVERYONE

(800) 300-6433 - FAX (909) 682-7863

Over 50 mortgage bankers working with
LeVias and Associates. We will refer you to
a mortgage banker that will get you a loan.
Refinancing or Consolidation. If you own a
home, we will get you a loan! 1-800-500-

Over 20 Years Experience

7047

License #FD757

Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community

LEGALS/ CLASSIFIEDS
Wonderful ground floor opportunity for women.
Looking for consultants for direct sales of unique
African American products - home decor, paper
goods, heritage , etc. New company just expanding to California. Earning potential is great. You
could be the first in your area! For more information call 909.982.7533.

JOB CONNECTION
Postal positions. Clerks/carriers/sorters. No
exp. req'd. Benefits. For exam, salary, and testing info. call (630) 393-3032 ext. 4117 8am-8pm
7 days.

Medical
Internal/Workers Comp/Front Office. Self motviated. Minimum 5 years experience. Must type.
History taking. full time with benefit$. Fax
resume to (909) 883-4324.

I declare that all the information in this statement ts true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Jene A. Fuentes
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
St at em ent filed with the
County of Riverside on
3/31/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
St atement must be filed
before t hat time. The filing
of this statement does not
Itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
1
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-03915
p. 4/ 15, 4/22, 4/29, 5/6

Tools Sales Reps
(909) 549-9344
$250-$500 per week. Start Today

HOMES FOR SALE
Best Buy Hotlist
reveals 1O best buys
in your specific price
range. Free re-corded
message. 1-877-6808068 ID# 1040.
First Time Buyers
Why rent when you can
own? Free list of homes
available with no money
down.under $1, 100/mnth.
1-877-680-8068 10#1051

List Your Home
For Sale

NO MONEY DOWNFree list of properties
available with
no
down payment. Free
recorded message 1877 - 680 - 8068
1D#1043.

11 Costly
Home Inspection
Pitfalls
FREE Report reveals
what you need to
know
BEFORE
you list your home for
sale
FREE recorded message
1-877-680-8068
ID# 1003

Problem Loan Specialty
Foreclosures.Refinances
Cash Outs, New Purchases
Home Quest Financial
Rose Watson
(909) 486-0210 (909) 242-4634

LEGALS

You can Pay for Your Fictitious
Business Name Statement online!

529.00

to publish for four consecutive
weeks
for each additional name

ss.oo

WWW.BLACKVOICENEWS.COM

l

AMENDED
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
J.T. & ASSOCIATES
21144 Martynia Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
11875 Pigeon Pass Rd. Ste.
D1105
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Tiara Ann Drake
21144 Martynia Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
James Uson Villanueva
21144 Martynia Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted
by a Co-Partners.
Registraot commenced to
transact business under the
ficrnious business name(s)
listed above on January 26,
2004
I declare that all the informa•
lion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Tiara Ann Drake
The filing of lhis statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fie·
titious business name in vio·
lation of the rights of another
under federal , state, or com·
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code) .
Statement filed wi t h the
County of Riverside on
1/27/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the orig·
inal statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi· ·
ness
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of thi~ statement does not
itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of anot her
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-01073
p. 2/19, 2/26, 3/4, 3/11 ,
4/ 8, 4/15, 4/22, 4/29

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
CASTLE RIDGE R EALTY
25831 Whitewood Circle
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
P.O. Box 9523

•

Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Jene Ann Fuentes
25831 Whitewood Circle
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business is conducted
by
Individual.
Registrant has not Y'!l
begun to transact business
under the fictitious name(s)
listed above.
f declare that all the informa•
lion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Jene A. Fuentes
The fili ng of this statement
does not of itselt authorize
the use in t his state of a fie·
titious business name in vio•
talion of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Stat e ment filed wi th t he
County of R iversid e on
3/31/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is correct copy of the orig•
inal statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi·
ness
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
i)seff authorize the use in
t his state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights o f another
under federal, state or com•
mon law (See Section
1441 1, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
G ARY L. ORSO, County .
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-03915
• p. 4/15, 4/22, 4/29, 5/6

a

The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
CASTLE RIDGE REALTY
25831 W hitewood Circle
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
P.O. Box 9523
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Jene Ann Fuentes
25831 Whit ewood Circle
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business is conducted
by
Individual.
Regist rant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictitious name(s)
listed above.
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FILE NO. R-2004·04242
p. 4/15, 4/22, 4/29, 5/6

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
P C C ONSULTI NG SERVICES
27475 Ynez Rd. #316
Temecula, CA 92591
28750 Lexington Rd.
Temecula, CA 92591
Felice Heather Campbell
28750 Lexington Rd.
Temecula, CA 92591

b &p code)
State me nt f iled w i th the
C o unt y of Riverside on
4/02/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on life In my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious bus!·
ness
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
F ictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name In violation
of the rights of another
under fede ral, state or com•
mon law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
G ARY L. O RSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04036
p. 4/ 15, 4/22, 4/29, 5/6

Phillip Edward Campbell
28750 Lexington Rd.
Temecula. CA 9259 1

This business is conducted
by
Individual - Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictitious name(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information w hich he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a cnme.)
SI.Felice Campbell
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
XL CAPITAL INVESTMENT
GROUP
3/23/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
24090 Sunnymead Blvd.
is
a correct copy of the origMoreno Valley, CA 92555
588 Hillsborough Way
inal statement on file in my
office.
Corona, CA 92879
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name
statement
Kevin Lloyd Jones
expires five years from the
588 Hillsborough Way
date It was fifed in the Office
Corona, CA 92879
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Johnathan Xavier Williams
Statement must be filed
10746 Francis Pl.
before that time. The filing
Los Angeles, CA 90034
of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in
This business is conducted
this state of a Fictitious
by
Business Name in violation
Co-Partners.
of the rights of another
Registrant has not yet
under federal. state or combegun to transact business
under the fictitious name(s) . . mon law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business
listed above.
and Professions Code).
I declare that all the informa·
GARY L. ORSO, County
tion in this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant
Clerk
who declares as true, inforFILE NO. R-2004-03508
mation which he or she
p. 4/15, 4/22, 4/29, 5/6
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Kevin L. Jones
The following person(s) ts
The filing of this statement
(are) doing business as:
does not of itself authorize
ACCESSORIES 4 SHOW
the use in this slate of a fictitious business name In vio24871 Sunnymead
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
lation of the rights of another
23595 Rhea Dr.
under federal, state, or comMoreno Valley, CA 92557
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
, Jo$eph Roosevelt Hansberg
St at em ent filed with t he
23595 Rhea Dr.
Cou nt y of R iverside on
fvloreno Valley, CA 92557
4/02/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
This business is conducted
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
by
Individual.
office.
Registrant commenced to
NOTICE: T his fictitious busitransact business under the
ness
name
statement
fictitious business name(s)
expires five years from the
listed above on 1/2/04.
date it was filed in the Office
I declare that all the informaof the County Clerk. A new
tion in this statement is t rue
Fictitious Business Name
and correct. (A registrant
Statement must be filed
who declares as true, inforbefore that time. The filing
mation which he or she
of this statement does not
knows to be false is guilty of
Itself authorize t he use in
this state of a Fictitious
a crime.)
Business Name in violation
sf.Joseph Hansberg
The filing of this statement
of t he rights of another
does not of Itself authorize
under federal, state or comthe use in this state of a ficmon law (See Section
titious business name in vio14411, Et Seq .• Business
lation of the rights of another
and Professions Code).
under federal, state, or comGARY L. ORSO, County
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
Clerk
b &p code)
FILE NO. R-2004-04002
Statement filed with the
p. 4/15, 4/22, 4/29, 5/6
County of Riverside o n
4/07/04.
I hereby certify that t his copy
is a correct copy of the origThe following person(s) is
inal statement on file in my
(are) doing business as:
SHISH KA-BOB ISLAND
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi61 1 E. Grand Blvd.
ness
name
statement
Corona, CA 92879
P.O. Box 77031-01-01
expires five years from the
date It was fi led in the Office
Corona, CA 92877
of the County Clerk. A new
Flct,tious Business Name
Na'if A lili (NMN)
Statement must be filed
19520 E. Ontario Ave. #D
before that time. The filing
Corona, CA 92881
of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in
This business is conducted
this state of a Fict itious
by
Business Name in violation
Individual.
of the rights of ano1her
Registra nt has not yet
under federal, state or combegun to transact business
mon law (See Section
under the fictitious name(s)
14411, Et Seq., Business
listed above.
and Professions Code).
I declare that all the informaGARY L. ORSO, Count y
tion in this statement is true
Clerk
and correct. (A registrant
FILE NO. R-2004-04228
who declares as true, inforp. 4/15, 4/22, 4/29, 5/6
mation which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Nail Alili
The filing of this statement
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
does not of itself authorize
HOME KEYS
the use In this state of a fictttious business name in vio23665 Whispering Winds
Way
lat ion of the rights of another
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
Keyneica Jones (NMN)
b &p code)
23665 Whispering W inds
St atem e nt filed with the
Way
Co unty o f Riverside on
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
4/07/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
This business is conducted
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
by
office.
Individual.
Registrant has not yet
NOTICE: This fictitious busibegun to transact business
ness
name
statement
under the fictitious name(s)
expires five years from the
listed above.
date it was filed in the Office
I declare that all the informaof the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
tion in ihis statement is true
and correc.t. (A registrant
Stateme nt must be fifed
who declares as true, inforbefore that time. The filing
mation which he or she
of this statement does not
ltselt authorize the use In
knows to be false is guilty of
this state of a Fictitious
a crime.)
Business Name in violation
sf.Keyneica Jones
The filing of this statement
of the rights of another
under, federal, state or comdoes not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a ficmon law (See Section
titious business name in vio14411, Et Seq., Business
lation of the rights of anoth~r
and Professions Code).
under federal, state, or comGARY L. O RSO, County
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
Clerk

under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.

b

&p code)

Statement filed with the
County of R tverafde on
4/05/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the orig•
inaf statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busl·
ness
name
statemerit
expires five years from the
date It was filed In the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be flied
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
Hselt authorize the use In
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or com•
mon law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. 1-2004-01046
p. 4/15, 4/22,
5/6

.,29,

Th e fo llowing person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
INKWELL
24124 Verdun Ln.
Murrieta, CA 92562
Lissana Yache Fagan
24 124 Verdun Ln.
Murrieta, CA 92562

The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
A RLINGTON PARTNER·
SHIP
9571 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503
Ariington Partners

T his business is conducted
by
Individual.
Regist rant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictitious name(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the lnforma•
l ion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, infer•
mation which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Lissana Fagan
The filing of this statement
does not of itselt authorize
t he use in this state of a fie•
titious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
S ta teme nt filed with the
County o f Riverside on
3/19/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the orig,
inal statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This ficti1ious busi·
ness
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was fifed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
F ictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The fifing
of this statement does not
itself a uthorize the use In
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name fn vlolatlon
of the rights of another
under fed eral, state or common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-03358
p. 4/ 15, 4/22, 4/29, 5/6

T he following person(s) fs
(are) doing business as:
SCISSORS
73-386 Hwy 111 Ste . #8
Palm Desert, CA 92260
Emily Banke (NMN)
44-393 Lingo Lane
Palm Desert, CA 92260
T his business ts conducted
by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to
t ransact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed a bove on 10/01/74.
f declare that all the Informat ion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Emily Banke
Th e filing of this statement
does not of ltsetf authorize
t he use in this state of a lie·
titlous business name in violation of the rights of another

and correct. (A registrant
WllO declares as true, Information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Toya Domineck
The filing of this statement
does not of itself autllOrize
the use in this state of a fictttious business name In violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, Qr common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement fifed with the
County of Riverside on

4/09/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the orig·
inat statement on file in my

office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name
statement
expires five years from the
date tt was fifed In the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be flied
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
ltsetf authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business

and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04341
p. 4/15, 4/22, 4i29, 5/6

9571 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503
CALIFORNIA
This business Is conducted
by
Corporation.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictttious business name(s)
listed above on Oct. 20,
2003.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, Information which he or she
knows to be false Is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.H. Kuranl, Vice President
LLC/AI# 2556063
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize
the use in this state of a ffctitious business name fn violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement fifed w ith t he
County of Rivers ide on
4/09/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file In my

office.
NOTICE: This.fictitious business
name
statement
expires ffve years from the
date It was filed In the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be flied
before that t ime. The filing
of this statement does not
ltselt authorize the use In
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name In violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004·04340
p . 4/15, 4/22, 4/29, '5/6

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
TLT ENTERPRISES
DESERT BROKERS OPEN
100 S. Sunrise Way #298
Palm Springs / CA 92262
Toya Domineck (NMN)
5340 Sliver Canyon Rd.
Yorba Linda, CA 92887
Michael Puyda (NMN)
3835 Lost Springs Drive
Calabasas, CA 91301
This business Is conducted
by
a General Partnership
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictitious name(s)
fisted above.
I declare that all the informa·
tion in this statement Is true

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
($3275 - '4391 Monthly salary + excellent benefit package)
RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA

DESCRIPTION: This is the Executive Assistant
to the City Manager. The incumbent will work
under general direction, performing a variety of
highly responsible and complex secretarial and
administrative support duties.
Duties may
include but are not limited to the following :
Perform a wide variety of complex, responsible,
and confidential duties for designated City executives. Organize, supervise, and coordinate
office operations; participate in the preparation
and administration of the office budget. Maintain
appointment schedules, . daily calendars, and
make travel arrangements; coordinate civic and
social engagements. Provide support to various
boards,
commissions, and
committees.
Independently respond to letters and general
correspondence of a routine nature.
Requires equivalent to the completion of the
twelfth grade supplemented by specialized secretarial/business related courses. An Associate
Degree is preferred. Five years of secretarial
and clerical experience performing increasingly
complex and responsible office and administrative duties. MunicipaVpublic sector government
experience is preferred. Also requires the ability
to type 50 wpm and show proficiency in Word or
Word Perfect.
Applications will be screened and successful
candidates may be invited to participate in an
oral and/or performance examination.

APPLY: City of Riverside, Human Resources
Department, 3780 Market Street, Riverside, CA
92501 .
PHONE: (909) 826-5808. TDD (909) 826-2515.
WEBSITE: WWW rjversjdeca goy
CLOSING DATE: May 7, 2004
CITY APPLICATION AND SUPPLEMENT
REQUIRED. Applications and supplement
available online or through Human Resources.
EOE

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
ROLLERZ O NLY
6637 Black Hawk Rd.
Corona, CA 92880
Troy Michael Staehler
6637 Black.Hawk Rd.
Corona, CA 92880
Nicole Renee Staehler
6637 Black Hawk Rd.
Corona, CA 92880
This business Is conducted
by
Individual ·- Husband &
Wife.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
ffctltlou business name(s)
listed above on 03/01/04.
I declare that all the information In this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
acrime.)
sf.Troy Staehler
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use In this state of a fictHious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
St atement fifed wi th th e
County of R iv e r side o n
3124/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original statement on Ille in my

olllce.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name
statement
expires five years from the
date It was fifed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be flied
before that time. The fllfng
of this statement cioes not
ltsett authorize the use In
thi s state of a Fictitious
Buslness Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or- common . law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-03548
p. 4/ 15, 4/22, 4/ 29, 5/6

The following person(s) fs
(are) doing business as:
TEAM ONE REALTY

5055 Canyon C rest Dr.
Riwrslde, CA 92507
Carla Sacheffe Luke-Byers
19652 Capltal Peak Ln.
Rerside, CA 92508
Steven Lyle Taylor
13880 Juniper St. #0
Hesperia, CA 92345
This business is conducted
by
Individual •· Husband &
Wtte.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitiou business name(s)
listed above on 03/18/04.
I declare that all the fnforma•
tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, infer·
matlon which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Ca~a Luke-Byers
The filing of this statement
does not of ltselt authorize
the use in this state of a fietltious business name in vfofatton of the rights of another
under federal , state, or com•
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq,
b &p code)
S tatement f i led wit h the
County of Riversi de on
4/16/04.
f hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi•
ness
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
ttsett authorize the use in
this state of a F ictitious
Business Name In violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
144 I 1, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04685
p. 4/22, 4/29, 5/6, 5/13

The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
5 BUCK PIZZA
SCOTT & ED 'S ENT ERPRISES (SEE)
13974 Wlndrose Ave.
Corona, CA 92880
Dennis Scott Orton
13974 Windsor Ave.
Corona, CA 92880
Edward Ray Marshall
13974 Windsor Ave.
Corona, CA 92880
This business Is co nducted
by
a General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under t he fictitious name(s)
fisted above.
f declare t hat all the inlorma·
tion In this statement Is true
and correct. {A registrant
who declares as true, infor•
matlon which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.D. Sc ott Orton / Ed
Marshall
The filing of t his statement
does not of ltselt authorize
the use in this state of a fie·
titious business name In Violation of the rights of another
under federal , state, or com·
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement f i led w ith the
County of Riverside on
4/01/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
fs a correct copy of the o riginal statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name
statement
expires five years from the
date It was filed in the Office

REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY FOR THE COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE
RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA
NOTICE INVITING BIOS
FOR
HOME GARDENS STREET IMPROVEMENT PROJECT·
PHASE 2

Prospective bidders are hereby notified that the REDEVELOP·
MENT AGENCY FOR THE COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, herein ,
called Owner, wilt receive sealed bid proposals for a federally
funded. project tttied HOME GARDENS STREET IMPROVE•
MENT - PHASE 2 consisting of street Improvements; sidewalks;
traffic signal improvements, storm drain improvements; parkway
landscaping, irrigation. and hardscape improvements. Such proposals will be received until May 27, 2004 at 2:00 PM at the office
of the Cieri< of the Board, 4080 Lemon Street, 151 Floor,
Riverside, Caittomia, 92501 , at which time said bids will be publicly opened and read.
Prospective bidders shall be licensed Contractors in the State of
Calttomia and be qualified to perform the Work specttied in the
Contract Documents. ,Pursuant to Public Contract Code Section
3300, bidders (Contractors) shall possess active and current
Contractor's License, Class A, which shall be maintained through
the course of the Work.
Owner reserves the rigit to reject any and all proposals, to waive
any irregulartty, or to award a Contract to other than the lowest
bidder. ti Owner elects to award a contract for the Work, the
award will be made within 30 days rrom the date of the bid open·
, Ing. Bids shall ba valid for said 30 day period.
Each bid proposal must be accompanied by cash, a certified or
cashier's check, or bid bond issued by a surety admitted in and
regulated by the State of Caittomia and further, if the work or project Is financed In whole or In part with federal grant or loan funds,
listed in the Treasury Department's most current Circular 570 (bid
bond shall be submitted on the form included in the Contract
Documents or on an equivalent form approved by Owner) for an
amount not less than ten percent (10%) of the maximum amount
bid. Said check or bond shall be made payable to REDEVELOP·
MENT AGENCY FOR THE COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE and when
delivered wi1h a proposal shall constitute a guarantee that bidder
will, if an award is made t o him in accordanc e with the tem,s of
saJd bidder's proposal, execute a Contract in the Owner's standard form, together with Labor Code Certtticatlon thereon; furnish
Contract Performance and Payment Bonds with a corporate
surety or sureties satisfactory to the Owner, or equivalent oubsli·
tution In lieu of bonds, each for not less than 100 percent of the
bid price; furnish Certificates of Insurance evidencing that all
Insurance coverage required by the Contract has been secured.
Contract Documents may be obtained from AEI-CASC
Engineering, Inc.. 937 S. Via Lata, Sutte 500, CoNon, Calttomia,
92324, upon payment of a seventy-five dollar ($75.00) non·
refundable fee. Contract Documents will be mailed upon payment
of an addttlonal twenty-five dollar ($25.00) non-rafundable fee.
MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO: "REDEVELOPMENT
AGENCY FOR THE COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE".
For further information, contact Mr. George Barrera at the
Redevelopment Agency for the County of Riverside located at
3525 Fourteenth Street, Riverside. Calttomia. whose telephone
number is: (909) 955•5835.

of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
Itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name In violation
of the ri ghts of another
under federal, state or com·
mon law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-03957
p. 4/22, 4/29, 5/6, 5/13

The foffowing person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
QUALITY MOBILE SOUND
10180 Hole Avenue #400
Riverside, CA 92503
Samir George Marroush
3492 Harrison St.
Riverside, CA 92503
This business Is conducted
by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictitious name(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the informatiOn in this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, Information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Samfr Marroush
The filing of this statement
does not of ltsett authorize
the use In this state of a fictitious business name In vio•
lation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or com•
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement f iled with the
County of Riv erside o n
4/19/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the orig•
fnal statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious bus!•
ness
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing_
of this statement does not
ltsett authorize the use in
this state of a Fictit ious
Business Name In violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
1441 1, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2004-04762
p. 4/22, 4/29, 5/6, 5/13

The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
ABC CREATIONS
11657 65th St.
Mira Loma, CA 91752
Cruz Antonglorgi (NMN)
11657 65th St.
Mira Loma, CA 91752
This business is conducted
by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact bUSiness
under the fictitious name(s)
fisted above.
I declare that all the Information In this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, fnformatfon which he or she
knows to be false Is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Cruz Antongiorgi
The fil ing of this statement
does not of ltsetf authorize
the use In this state of a fie•
tltious business name In vlo·
fatlon of the rights of another
under federar, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.

b &p code)
Statement filed w ith th e
County of Rive r side on'
4/13/04.
f hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the orig•
inal statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi·
ness
name
statement
expires five years from 'the
date It was filed In the Office
of the County Clerk. A new"
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be fifed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not,
Itself authorize the use l,n
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another'
under federal, state or com·
mon law (See Sectio n
14411 , Et Seq., Business,
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
. ''
FILE NO. R-2004-04420
:
p. 4/22, 4/29, 5/6, 5/13 , •

The following person(s)
(are) doing business as:
GREEN IT UP L A ND· ,. -~
SCAPE
. V
15776 Mesa Verde Dr.
Moreno Vaffey, CA 92555
P.O. Box 9435
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Gerson Estrada (NMN)
15776 Mesa Verde Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
Patrieia Barreto Estrada
15776 Mesa Verde Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

a General Partnership.
·;;":;
Registrant has not yet •
begun to transact business ,
under the fictitious name(s) ',.,
listed above.
J< :
I declare that all the lnforma· '_
lion in this statement Is trueJ•• •
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, inlor-P
mation which he or she '.
knows to be false Is guilty of" ' '
a crime.)
► 1
sf.Gerson Estrada
The filfng of this statemeni .,.
does not of itself authorize' ,
the use In this state of a fie=" · :
tltious business name in vio- '
fation of the rights of another '
under federal, state, or com·•'
mon law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
., '
Statement filed w ith th e '
County of Rive rs i de on'
4/ 13/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
fs a correct copy of the orig- '
inaf statement on fife in my ·

!

1

office.

NOTICE: This fictitious bust- '
1
ness
name
statement '
expires five years from the · '
date It was flied In the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitio us Business Name
Statement must be flied.
before that time. The filing .
of this state ment does not ·•
itself authorize the use In
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violatio~
of the rights of anot her
under federal, state or common law (See Sectiorl
14411 , Et Seq .. Business ''
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County,' ;
Clerk
FtLE NO. R-2004·04488
p, 4/22, 4/29, 5/6, 5/13

The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
JONVANESS DAY SPA I
SALON
25920 Iris Ave. Sutte 10-A
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
I•

Teresa Maria Alvarez
15585 Granada Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Margarita Camargo (NMN)
25571 San Lupe Ave.

REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY FOR THE COUNTY OF RIVER·
SIDE
RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA
NOTICE INVITING BIDS
FOR
RUBIDOUX COMMUNITY RESOURCE CENTER
PARKING LOT

Prospective bidders shall be licensed Contractors In the State of o·
Caittomia and will be qualified to perform the Work specttied in
the Contract Documents. Pursuant to Public Contract Code
Section 3300, bidders (Contractors) shaR possess active and cur!
rent Contractof s License, Class A, which shall be maintained
through the course of the Work.
'~
lj

p. 4122, 5/4

•~

Owner reserves the right to reject any and all proposals, to waive J••
any irregularity, or to award a Contract to other than the lowest ,r~
bidder. If Owner elects to award a contract for the Work, th~ •·..,
award will be made within 30 days from the date of the bid open- ~
Ing. Bids shall be valid for said 30 day period.
,
1

"

Each bid proposal must be accompanied by cash, a certified or ,
cashier's check, or bid bond issued by a surety admitted in ~ ,:
regulated by the State of California and further, Wthe Work or pro- ' ,
ject Is financed in whole or in part wtth federal grant or loan funds, ' 1
listed in the Treasure Department's most current c frcular 570 (bid '' •
bond shall be submitted on the form Included In the Contract •
Dcx::uments or on an equivalent form approved by Owner) for an ..·•
amount not less than ten percent (10%) of the maximum amount "
bid. Said check or bond shall be made payable to REDEVEL- , ,
OPMENT AGENCY FOR THE COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE an
when delivered with a proposal, shall constttute a guarantee that ,
bidder will, if an award is made to him in accordance wtth the ,,
terms of said bidder's proposal: execute a Contract In the •
Owner's slandard form, together with Labor Code Cert~icatio
.,'.
thereon; furnish Contract Performance and Payment Bonds will} '
a corporate surety or sureties satisfactory to the Owner, or equivalent substttutlon in lieu of bonds, each for not less than 100 per0 •
cent of the bid price; furnish Certificates of Insurance evidencin • 1
that all Insurance coverage required by the Contract has been , '
secured.
Contract Documents may be obtained from Adkan Engineers,
6820 Airport Drive, Riverside, California 92504, upon payment of
a forty-five dollar ($45.00) non-relundable fee. Contract
Documents will be mailed upon payment of an additional fifteendollar ($15.00) non-refundable fee. MAKE ALL CHECK~
PAYABLE TO "REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY FOR THE COUN;
TY OF RIVERSIDE".

,
..,

For furthe r Information, contact George Barrera at the
Redevelopment Agency for the County of Riverside located al •
3525 Fourteenth Street, Riverside, California. whose telephone •
number Is (909) 955-5835.
"

J

~

,,

1

. ,,

RIVER·
I

Dated: April 19, 2004
By: Nancy Romero
Clerk to the Board of Supervisors

Dated: April 19, 2004
By: Nancy Romero
Clerk to the Board of Supervisor

T

Prospective bidders are hereby notttied that REDEVELOPMENT
AGENCY FOR THE COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, herein called
Owner, will receive sealed bid proposals for RUBIDOUX COM- •· 1
MUNITY RESOURCE CENTER PARKING LOT consisting ol an
asphak concrete parking lot with landscaping, Irrigation, lighting ,
and perimeter block wall. Such proposals wWI be received until
May 26, 2004 at
2:00 PM at the office of the Clerk of the Board, 4080 Lemon
Street, 1st Floor, Riverside, CaiWomia, 92501, at which time said •• ,
bids will be publicly opened and read.

RE;DEVELOPMENT AGENCY FOR THE
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE
SIDE, CALIFORNIA

REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY FOR THE
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE
RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA

',i

This business is c~nducted ,,,,
by
••

p, 4122,

1

Moreno Valley, CA 92551
This business is conducted
by
a General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictitious name(s)
listetl above.
I decjare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf. Teresa Alvarez
The filing of thii; statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common :law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
4/13/,04,
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original ftatement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busines~
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must b~ filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
itseli authorize the use ;'n
this .state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Glerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04456
p, 4/22, 4/29, 5/6, 5/13

'The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
FASHION PRECIOSA
5700 Van Buren Blvd.
1 f1ivernlde, CA 92503
' Koo~i Clothing, Inc.
' 5700' Van Buren Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92503
CAL/FORINA
This business is conducted
by
Corijoration.
' Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listea above on 1/28/04.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
1
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.J9ng
Moon
Nawn,
President
LLC/AI# 2307829
The ' filing of this statement
doe~ not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in vioiatior of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &R code)
Stateme nt f iled with the
Co1tnl y of Riverside on
4/14/04.
I he~by certify that this copy
is a ~orrect copy of the orig-

issuance of letters as provided in Probate Code section
9100. The time for filing
claims will not expire before
four months from the hearing date noticed above. You
may examine the file kept by
the court. If you are a person interested in the estate,
you may file with the court a
Request for Special Notice
of the filing of an inventory
and appraisal of estate
assets or of any petition or
account as provided in
Probate Code section 1250.
A Request for Special Notice
form is available from the
court clerk. Attorney for petitioner
Christopher
A.
Ferrante, t 959 Palomar
Oaks Way, Suite t 60,
Carlsbad, California 92009.
p . 4/22, 4/29, 5/6, 5/13

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
MEICHELBOCK ENTER·
PRISES LOGISTICS
12435 Beardsley Road
Corona, CA 92883
David Malcom Meichelbock
12435 Beardsley Road
Corona, CA 92883
This business is conducted
by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 3101/04.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Oavid M. Meichelbock
The filing of this statement
does not of ltselt authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
4/14/04,
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Bu.siness
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. 1-2004-01150
p , 4/29, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
IDLE COURIER
12149 Indiana Spc. 15
Riverside, CA 92503

is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004·04585
p, 4/29, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
MAGNOLIA REHABfLITA·
TION AND NURSING CENTER
8133 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside, CA 92.504
Californian
Magnolia
Convalescent Hospital, Inc.
8133 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92504
CA· 165085 ,
This business is conducted
by
Corporation
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 4/13/04.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
.
s/. Californ Ian-Magnolia
Convalescent Hospital, Inc.
Admin/Fresident
LLC/AI# 165085
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
4/13/04,
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
itself .authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state.or common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code) .
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04465
p. 4/29, 5/6, 5/13,,5/20

inal ..statement on file in my

office.
NOf.iCE: This fictitious business
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of tt\e County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of t~is statement does not
itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of l,tle rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
144,1 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY , L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04564
p, 4/22, 4/29, 5/6, 5/ 13

NOTICE OF PETITION TO
ADMINISTER ESTATE
Cf-SE NUMBER 085615
I

To 1all heirs, beneficiaries,
cre~itors, contingent credi·
tor~ and persons who may
otherwise be Interested In
the twill or estate, or both, of
Triflm
Paunovich: Ted
Paynovich. A Petition For
Pro!)ate has been filed by
Virqinia Palmer Paunovich
in .~e Superior Court of
Cal/fornia,
County
of
Riverside, CA 92501 . The
Petition
For
Probate
reqµests
that
Virginia
Palf11er
Paunovich
be
appointed as personal rep·
res~ntative to administer the
estf)e of the decedent. Th'e
Petition requests the decedent's will and codicils, if
anY,. be admitted to probate.
Thq will and any codicils are
available for examination in
thel1i1e' kept by the court.
Th~'. Petition
requests
authority to administer the
estate
under
the
I n; d e p d e n d e n t
Adrr.inistration of Estates
Act/, · (This authority will
allch! the personal representatiy,~ to take many actions
wit\iout obtaining court
approval. Before taking certairl •,very important actions,
ho~ever, the personal representative will be required
to give notice to interested
per!lons unless they have
wa(,/ed notice or consented
to ttfe proposed action.) The
independent administration
aut!lority will be granted
unl~ss an Interested person
files,.an objection to the petitio1-,ind shows good cause
why the court should not
grant the authority.
A
Hearing on the petition will
1
be held on March 9, 2004,
8:4Jl· a.m. Dept. 10. If you
obje_ct.to the granting of the
petition, you should appear
at the hearing and state your
obj~ctions or file written
obj~ctions with the court
before thre hearing. Your
apP,earance may be in per·so~· or by your attorney. If
you are a creditor or a contingent creditor of the
de¢eased, you must file your
claim with the court and a
mall a copy to the personal
re~resentative appointed by

:o~/~~

::;ou1~;it~~1~our

Gary Wayne Idle
12149 Indiana Spc.15
Riverside, CA 92503
This business is conducted
by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
li~ted above on 3/01/04.
I ijeclare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Gary W. Idle
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state ol a fictitious business name In violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
4/14/04,
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file In my
office.
NOTICE: This fictttious business
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not ·
itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or com•
men law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. 1-2004-01151
p. 4/29, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
GOT FfNS INTERNATIONAL
32046 Poppy Way
Lake Elsinore, CA 92532
Justin Du (NMN)
32046 Poppy Way
Lake Elsinore, CA 92532
This business is conducted
by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 4/08/04.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Justin Du
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fie·
titious busjness name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
4/15/04,
I hereby certify that this copy
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T~e following " person(s)"is
(are) doing business as:
DEAUVILLE ENTERPRISES
3205 Avenlda Sevilla
Palm Springs, CA 92264

does not of itselt authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
4/09/04,
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name
statement
expires five years from the
date It was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
Itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq. , Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04339
p, 4/29, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20

I'

The followipg person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
ENTRANCE FINANCIAL
SERVICES
29377 Rancho Californ ia
Road, Ste. 102
Temecula, CA 92591
Susan Hetrick (NMN)
31430 Cala Carrasco
Temecula, CA 92592
nmothy Lee Hetrick
31430 Cala Carrasco
Temecula, CA 92592
This business is conducted
by
Individual - Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact busioess
under the fictitious name(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be. false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Susan Hetrick
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fic-

This business Is conducted
by
Co-Partners.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 1/1/04.
I declare that all the Information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Nancy Elena Charney
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
4/15/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy ot the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04586
p, 4/29, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
CREATIVE INTERNET
SERVICES
34577 Shallot Dr.
Winchester, CA 92596
Parminderjit Singh (NMN)
34577 Shallot Dr.
Winchester, CA 92596 ·
This business is conducted
by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 3/27/04.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Parminderjit Singh
The filing of this statement

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
RAMSEY UNLIMITED LLC
8093 Wendouer Dr.
Riverside, CA 92509
Ramsey Unlimited, LLC
8093 Wendouer
Riverside, CA 92509
CALIFORNIA
200409610182

lation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
4/21/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another

This business is conducted
by
Limited
Liability
Company/Partnership.
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictitious nalne(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Londeli
Ramsey,
Managing Member
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
4/14/04,
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name , statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not

under federal, state or com-

itself authorize the use in

titious business name in vio-

mon law (See Section•,
14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code),
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04829
p, 4/29, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20

Nancy Elena Charney
3205 Avenida Sevilla
Palm Springs, CA 92264
Patricia Joan Savastano
3205 Avenida Sevilla
Palm Springs, CA 92264

who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Maria DiMercurio
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
4/1 8/04,
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04675
p. 4/29, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
· OH PEN'S COMPANY
22895 Temet St.
Wildomar, CA 92595
Paul Arthur Albert
22895 Temet St.
Wildomar, CA 92595
This business is conducted
by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictitious name(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf. Paul Albert
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
4/23/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on .file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name
statement
expires five years from the
date It was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be flied
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04992
p, 4/~9, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
BURTON SERVICES
5225 Canyon Crest Dr.
Suite 71-123
Riverside'. CA 92507
Maria DiMercurio (NMN)
5225 Canyon Crest Dr. Apt.
71-123
Riverside, CA 92507
This business is conducted
by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictttious business name(s)
listed above on 8/2003.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant

t,

I

ttlis stale of ·a Fl'ctitlous
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04534
p, 4/29, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
GREAT WESTERN NEVADA, INC.'
13698 Kristina Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Great Western Nevada Inc.
NEVADA C3473-1999
This business is conducted
by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictitious name(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of .
a crime.)
st.Mark
Q.
Stargell,
President
LLC/ Ai# C3473-1999
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with t he
County of Riverside on
4/22/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious b~siness
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in viOlation
of the rights of eynother
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04941
p, 4/29, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
ZAPPEm
1301 o Broken Bit Circle
Corona, CA 92883
Karl Leslie Hendricks
1301 o Broken Bit Circle
Corona, CA 92883
Saray Patrice Hendricks
1301 O Broken Bit Circle
Corona, CA 92883
This business is conducted
by

Individual - Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictitious name(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty ot
a crime.)
sf.Saray Hendricks
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed w ith the
County of Riverside on
4/14/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code) .
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04504
p, 4/29, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
DU GAME
10178 Indiana Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503
8805 Morninglight Cir.
Riverside, CA 92508
DU Incorporated, Inc.\
8805 Morninglight Circle
Riverside, CA 92508
NEVADA C48482004

)

This business is conducted
by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictitious name(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.David Doty, President
LLC/AI# C48482004
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fie·
tltlous business name In violation of the rights ot another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 ei. seq.
. b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
4/06/04,
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the orig·
lnal statement on file in my
office.
. NOTICE: This fictitious busi-

and codicils, if any, be
admitted to probate. The
will and any codicils are
available for examination in
the file kept by the court.
The
Petition
requests
authority to administer the
estate
under
the
lnde pden dent
Administration of Estates
Act.
(This authority will
allow the personal representative to take many actions
without obtaining court
approval. Before taking certain very important actions,
however, the personal representative will be required
to give notice to interested
persons unless they have
waived notice or consented
to the proposed action.) The
independent administration
authority will be granted
unless an interested person
files an objection to the petition and shows good cause
why the court should not
grant the authority.
A
Hearing on the petition will,
be held on June 1, 2004,
8:45 a.m. Dept. 1o. If you
object to the granting of the
petition, you should appear
at the hearing and state your
objections or file written
objections with the court
before thre hearing. Your
appearance may be in person or by your attorney. If
you are a creditor or a contingent creditor of the
deceased, you must file your
claim with the court and a
mall a copy to the personal
representative appointed by
the court within four months
from the date of first
issuance of letters as provided in Probate Code section
9100. The time for filing
claims will not expire before
four months from the hearing date notfced above. You
may examine the file kept by
the court. If you are a person interested in the estate,
you may file with the court a
Request for Special Notice
of the filing of an inventory
and appraisal of estate
assets or of any petition or
account as provided in
Probate Code section 1250.
A Request for Special Notice
form is available from the
court clerk. Attorney for petitioner Elliott Luchs, 6377
Riverside Avenue, Suite
200, Riverside, CA 92506.
4/29, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20

23475 Evening Snow
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
James Alvin Harrison, M.D.
23475 Evening Snow
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted
by
Individual.
Regislrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on May 13,
2003..
I declare that all the inf<l'rmation in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of •
a crime.)
st.James Alvin Harrison,
M.D.
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in vio-

lation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement fi led with the
County of Riverside on
2/19/04,
I hereby cer1ify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
ltselt authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Busine·ss Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-02040
p, 3/4, 3/11 , 3/18, 3/25,
4/29, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
E·ZBILLPAY
7137 Stanhope Lane
Riverside, CA 92506
Romina Ericka Lewis
7137 Stanhope Ln.
Riverside, CA 92506
This business is conducted
by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictitious name(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf. Romina Lewis
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name In v10lation of the rights of another
under federal. state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
WONNIE'S HOT DOGS
25594 Argonaut Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Montay LaMont Hardsion
25594 Argonaut Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

1

This business is conducted
by
Individual - Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet
oegun to transact ous1ness
under the fictitious name(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true

Statement filed with the

and correct.

' expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violatiOn
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04185
p, 4/29, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20

Counly of Riverside on
2/24/04,
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was flied In the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
itselt authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or com·
mon law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code),
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-02259
p, 3/4, 3/11, 3/18, 3125,
4129, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20

who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Montay Hardison
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the US/! in this state of a fic-

name

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
GREAT CUTS HAIR CARE
555 McKinley Avenue
Corona, CA 92879
Gabriel Magdici (NMNO
6570 Camino Vista Unit 4
Anaheim Hills, CA 92807
Elena Magdici (NMN)
6570 Camino Vista Unit 4
Anaheim Hills, CA 92807
This business is conducted
by
Individual • Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictitious name(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, Information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of1
a crime.)
sf.Gabriel Magdici
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictttiOus business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law ( sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the
County of Riverside on
4/22/04,
I hereby certtty that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi•
ness
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was file<i in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04914
p, 4/29, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20

AMENDED
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
MORENO VALLEY IMME•
DIATE CARE CENTER,
MEDICAL CLINIC

AMENDED
STATEMENT OF ABANDONMENT OF USE OF
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS
NAME
The following fictitious business name(s): Has been
abandoned by the following
person(s) :
AGUA PURA
2995 Van Buren Blvd. #A-2
Riverside, CA 92503

Simon Sang Lee
2173 Trafalgar Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506
This business is conducted
by Individual.
The fictitious business
name(s) referred to above
was filed in Riverside
County on 1/3/03.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be, false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf... Simon Sang Lee
,,
This statement was filed
with the County Clerk of
Riverside
County
on
2/17/04.
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk.
FILE NO. R-2004-00074
p: 3/4, 3/1 1, 3/18, 3/25,
4/29, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20

NOTICE OF PETITION TO
ADMINISTER ESTATE
CASE NUMBER 086099
To all heirs, beneficiaries,
creditors, contingent credi·
tors, and persons who may
otherwise be interested in
the will or estate, or both, of
William Chester Young aka·
William C. Young. A Petition
For Probate has been filed
by La Wanda Roy in the
Superior Court of California,
County of Riverside , CA
92501 . The Petition For
Probate requests that La
Wanda Roy be appointed as
personal representative to
administer the estate of lhe
decedent.
The Petition
requests the decedent's will

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
STRENGTH AND COM FORT ENTERPRISES
418 Tanner Circle
Riverside, CA 92507
Charles "L" Moore, Jr.
418 Tanner Circle
Riverside, CA 92507
Willie Grado, Jr:
3921 Glenwood Way
Chino Hills, CA 91709
T his business is conducted
by
Co-partners.
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the ficti\ious name(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the informa·
tion in this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
acrlme.)
sf.Charles L. Moore, Jr.
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in vio-

lation of the rights of another
under federal. state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement fi led with the
County of Riverside on
4/30/04,
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the orig·
inal statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under fede ral, state or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, "county
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-05317
p, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20, 5/27

Lawanda Hardison
25594 Argonaut Or.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

statement

ness

Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or com·
mon law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
F.ILE NO. R-2004-05082
p, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20, 5/27

(A regist rant

titious business name in vio-

lation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement f iled with the
County of Riverside on
4/26/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was flied In the Office
, of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-05072
p, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20, 5/27

Tt)e following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
HALLN' KIDS
3063 Washington St.
Riverside, CA 92504
Cheterra Cherlyn Hall
3063 Washington St.
Riverside, CA 92504

s/.Cheterra Hall
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in ihis state of a fictitious business name in vio-

lation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. t 440 et. -seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed w ith the
County of Riv'e rside on
4/19/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before that time. The filing
of this statement does not
itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04707
p, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20, 5/27

The following peison(s) is
(are) doing business as:
TRIANGULAR VISION
CONSULTING
10555 Wolfe Ave.
Riverside, CA 92505
7120 G. Indiana Ave.
PMB#88
Riverside, CA 92504
Freddie Harold Pepper, Jr.
10555 Wolfe Ave.
Riverside, CA 92505
Freddie Harold Pepper, Sr.
10555 Wolfe Ave.
Riverside, CA 92505
This business is conducted
by
•
a General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictitious name(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Freddie H. Pepper, Jr.
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in vio-

lation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed w it h the
Cou nty of Riverside on
4/28/04,
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOl'ICE: This fictitious business
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed
before thal time. The filing
of this statement does not

Th is business is conducted

itself authorize the use in

b1/

this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation
of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-05187
p. 5/6, 5/13, 5/20, 5/27

Individual.
Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business
under the fictitious name(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)

Subscribe &
Advertise
909.682.6070

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
MONARCH TRAILS PUBLICATION
24835 Lorna Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Alvin Thomas Clavon
aka A.T. Classic
24835 Lorna Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Joyce Clavon (NMN)
24835 Lorna Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business is conducted
by
Individual - Husband & Wife.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 1998.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Alvin T. Clavon
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize
the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement fil ed with the
County of Riverside on
4/26/04.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original statement on file in my
office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name
statement
expires five years from the
date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business Name
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"THE LINCOLN PREMIER EXPERIENCE"
MSRP ............•.......$36,895

<·

,$.;

"I!

N

-~

/

MSRP . ...... , •••• , • .•• , ..•$49,6
FACTORY REBATE , . .•• ..•• ••3,

FACTORY REBATE ...........3,000

FREEWAY DISCOUNT

. /

2 472

FREEWAY O!SQOUNT

~1423'1
1 at this price

,

or0.0%

·'

VIN# 4W30396
1 at •th,ls ~
>Jk .

·· Aft%
or.._.,
..

On Approved Credit

2004 Lincoln LS V6

2004 Linco n Ni1:vigator

Llml1ed te,m, finll\Clng .t $16.67 per
1,000 finan,;ed to qllalilled buyer,1-Q!\
ilpprWed lier 0, 1 llr8dil-lltfilllgll F<ii'd".
t.,otor Credit. ·
,, ~* ~

MSRP ....••.. • •• , . .......$41,81

FACTORY REBATE .......•...3,000

FACTORY REBATE •• , ••••• , •.4,

FREEWAY DISCOUNT , ,

fREEWAY Pl$COYNT
.....

, 2 682

934828'1 .
'

~1.~.i

VIN #4ZJ07269

1 at this price

;

or O,G°!o

All New 2004 Lincoln Aviator

0

2004 Lincoln Towncar Signature~::=:.::~ . ·

umlled term financing at $16.67 per
1,000 financed to quaJijied buyers on

approved tier 0, 1 cred~ through Ford

1.000 flfillnOed to quallfted b\lyel'l>OO

Motor Credit

~ fie~O.

1 ~ 1hltlugh fonJ
Molo<Cl!ldit.

JFRIBIBWAY JLitNC01LN~:,

Rebates and Discount on selected
models. Rebates as low as 0.0%
on selected models: Through Ford
Motor Company.

909-889-3514 • 1-800-237-8115

www.freewaylm-'7lV.com .

2004 MERCURY SABLE GS
fBEDIAY.,WJ ' ••••••••• ,tt ,431

'17,827

1181 CostTl'lllu

2004 GRAND MARQUIS GS
MSRP .................... .$27,291
FACTORY REUl'E , , , , • , , , , , , , .$3,500

or0.0%APR

FREEWAY QISCOUIT I 11 I I I I I I I ,l1,3QQ

On ApjlrllNd Cndll

~2,455

Up lo 60 months financing at $16.67 per 1,000
financed to qualilied buyers on approved tier 0,
1. credit through Ford Motor Credit.

2004 MERCURY
·- MOfflREY
,

Up to 60 months financing at
$16.67 per 1,000 financed to qualified buyers on approved tier 0, 1,
credit through Ford Motor Credtt.

MSRP ....... , ............ .$34,Cl35
FAC10IIY IIEIIAll •••• , , •••••• .$3,000
FREEWAY QISCOUIT I I ' •• I I • I • .SZ.700

'25,205

llltCostToYoa

or0.0% APR

2004 MERCURY
MOUNTAINEER V&

illSRI' .................... .$29,991
FIICTOIIY RE1A1E , •••.••••• , • .$2,500
FREEWAY Dl$COUIIT • ' ' ' ' ••• I • .SZ,290

,~

1 at thts pr'k:e

ft fto/
oru.u
·•

On Approved Credit

IISRP ................ , , .. .$21 17115
. FACTORY REUl'E , , , , , • , , , •• , .$2,500

'28,335

or 0.0% APR
Up to 60 months financing at
$16.67 per 1.000 financed to quali•
l ied buyers on approved tier 0, 1,
credit through Ford Motor Credit.

1111# 4ZJ35252

5

PARTS DEPT. SPECIAL

11,999

15,999

1Oo/o OFF

17,999

5

5

ANY ACCESSORY PURCHASE
WITH COUPON
Excludes sale items, cannot be combined
with any other offer. Exp. 5-31-04

UC. #4RCY779

MAY SERVICE SPECIAL

5

♦ARROWHEAD

18,999

1Oo/o OFFAll 30,000 MILE SERVICES IN MAY.
APPLIES TO LINCOLN & MERCURY VEHI-

~~~~IM!dli'o/Nlfll

AITowhead Credit Union
Member Dealer Direct Program

Ford
Credit

y.

On Approved Credit

Urnked term financing at $16.67 per 1,000 fmanced.
to qualified buyers on approved tier 0, 1 credit
through Ford Motor Cred~.

MSRP ....................$40,510

Ford
Credit

:i

s41.311·:

VIN # 4Y605435

'

I

$25,999

s39,999

CLES ONLY.
FREE WH EEL BALANCE WITH ANY TIRE
PURCHASED AT FREEWAY UM DURING
T HE MONTH OF MAY

